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EL PASO ROCK SHOP, INC.
Apple Calcite

Larimar (Dominican Republic)

Sunset Cuprite Malachite

Galena (New Mine)

Azurite-MalachiteChrysocolla

Himpertine (Canada)

Pink Magnesite Mix

Gem Silica Chrysocollo (#1 & #2)

Porcelanite Jasper (Mexico)

Chevron Amethyst (Mexico)

Sunset Cuprite Malachite Cabochons

Zacatecas Geodes (Mexico)

Chinese Writing
(Escritura-China)

Parrot Wing Chrysocolla (Mexico)

Red White
Magnesite Wild
Horse (Mexico)

Rainbow Obsidian Cabochons
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Hycorite with
Eyes and Lines
(Mexico)

Coralillo Poppy Jasper

Rainbow Obsidian Cabochons

EL PASO ROCK SHOP INC

See us in Denver - Sept 4 - Sept 14 • Quality Inn

(Was Best Western) Front Parking Lot Tent • Cell 915-526-7413

Cherry Opal
Cut Stones

Cherry Opal Pendants

Fire Opal Cabochons

Cherry Opal for Faceting

Crysocolla

Blue Fire Opal

Danburite

Ocean Jasper

Gaspeite (Mexico)

Pyrite

Australian Blue Opal

Leopard Skin Jasper

Stabilized StonesSuper Agate - Mixed Color
Turquoise, Azurite, Sugilite, Malachite

Chalcopyrite

Our Show Schedule:
Munich, Germany: Oct 24 - 31, 2008
Quartzsite, A.Z.: Dec 26, 2008 - Jan 26, 2009
Tuscon, AZ: Jan 24 - Feb 15, 2009
Franklin, N.C.: May 7 - 12, 2009
Las Vegas, N.V.: May 27 - June 2, 2009
Imperial Jasper

Lapis

Rosa Selenite
Citrine

Amethyst Geodes

Quartz

Silicium Carbide

Turquoise

Orange Calcite

14572 Bradley Rd. El Paso, TX 79938
office:(915) 857-2477 • orders:(915) 857-2636
cell: 915-526-7413 • fax: (915) 857-7335
Creedite
www.elpasorock.com • email: elpasorockshop@netzero.net
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www.aurorawest.com
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aurorawest@casco.net

37 years as Miners and Importers of Minerals
for Collectors, Museums and Interior Architectural Design.

Visit us for all your needs!

Quartz, clear, rose, smokey, amethyst,
citrine, agate, selenite, kyanite petrified
wood, fossils, rare giuliasophia stone, and more...
We have hearts, spheres, candle holders, jewelry,
pendants, pyramids, obelisks, slabs and slices, single
points, double terminated, clusters, crystal balls, book
ends, lamps, and much more!

Great American Gem Show - Quality Inn Central Denver
September 10-14, 2008 — Tent # 3002
I-25 at 48th Ave. 200 W. 48th Ave., Denver, CO 80216
Cell phones 541-270-5933, 541-961-1270

TUCSON

Join us at the Globe-X Show at the Days Inn
Our 27th year exhibiting in Tucson
Jan. 30 - Feb. 15, 2009
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A Miner’s Tale

“There’s just enough leeway in mining to make it an art.”

The method practiced to remove rock from
a deposit directly affects the quality of the rock.
Certainly there are natural causes – an agate filled
with quartz or a jasper with poor pattern and no
color – but the means by which a miner derives the
material from the ground is crucial. Gene is versed
in this. “Not long ago,” he explains, “customers could tell whether a particular rock had been
mined well or poorly.” Mining agates and jaspers
contrasts heavily with the ore mining process. With
ore the miner can drill or smash the material out
chaotically – it will be melted down and processed
later. A poorly mined rock, however, will be fractured in unattractive places, nodules will be broken unfavorably, gorgeous patterns will be ruined,
incomplete, and unsalvageable. How a material is
fractured and where the pattern falls in the rock will
limit or expand its potential.
Gallivanting into the mining business was not
something Gene had originally intended. In the
late ‘70s, Gene opened a small stone cutting shop
in Cedarburg, Wisconsin, in the old brewery works
building, on the northwest side of town which
was owned by the artist Paul Yank. Yank rented
out spaces in the building to other artists, but they
had to fix it up themselves. Gene and T.J., a metal
worker, rented spaces next door to each other which
proved profitable: when questions come up especially in jewelry one could discuss the stone with
Gene and the setting with T.J. or vice versa. In the
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Gene Mueller, MFA, miner
President of The Gem Shop, Inc.

following years, the shops achieved much renown.
Gene expanded this space three times by renting
and renovating adjacent spaces, but after six years
with business still growing, Gene needed to expand
his operations.
The building in which The Gem Shop, Inc. currently resides was owned at the time by his parents
who were leery selling to him - they wanted the full
market value. He obtained it via a land contract:
one missed payment, meant all of his previous investment would be forfeit and the building would
revert back to its original owners. The first year of
this was trying. The new site increased Gene’s overhead three-fold; his income: more work. But after
a single month renovating, The Gem Shop was in
full throttle at his new location. Gene had cut and
sold specimens since his basement retail years; but
he usually bought rough from other rock vendors.
Most rock shops do have their own sources. The
rock shops out west set up shop near places rich
in rock they sell; shops opened far from deposits,
especially those East of the Mississippi River buy
the rock they retail.
The pressure to increase profits led Gene to
consider mining his own rough rock which would
greatly reduce his shop’s overhead, for the material
he cut and polished. He outlined southwest Idaho,
southeast Oregon, and upper Nevada as possibilities and hired a geology student to research all of
the claims in these areas and format them on maps
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which Gene reviewed.
In the early 80’s, just before he headed out west
to examine these areas, Gene was visited by a man
from Racine who wanted to unload the Blue Mustang Picture Jasper claim, a jasper mine in Oregon
adjacent to the Rocky Butte Picture Jasper, and
in proximity to the Owyhee Jasper Claim. He arranged to have Everet Simpson, the claim’s first
owner, to accompany Gene in the northwest and
show him the claim and surrounding area.
Now, Gene is no stranger to cross country rouckhounding shenanigans. In college, at Ottawa University in Kansas, Gene’s cutting and polishing, activities he engaged in since childhood on machines
his father built him, was on hiatus. But the bite of
the bug kept itching. Gene and his college chum
Larry opted to road trip to Mexico and hunt down
some agates. They burgled two week’s food from
the cafeteria and squealed across the boarder, their
first stop: Gallego Ranch. In the court yard of the
Galleago Ranch, there was a large pile of agates.
They had a blue banded outside with orange and
yellow banding in the center. They were offered
for sale but Gene and Larry had no money being
poor college students. The ranchers offered to
trade some of the agate for Gene’s ring which his
future wife gifted him and he refused. The fever
for Mexican Agates started during this experience
and grew through out Gene’s early lapidary years.
So rockhound Gene headed west to Idaho. Reconnoitered, Everet pontificated knowledgeably
about every area they passed while traversing to the
Blue Mustang: the deposits and kinds of rock they
produced. The two rock nuts paused at a crossover
for grub and trekked up a nearby hill, discovering
a new jasper deposit. This jasper had formed in
Continued on Page 26
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a basalt and displayed characteristics of Bruneau
Jasper. So at his first trips close, Gene owned two
claims, the Blue Mustang and a claim on the new
jasper, LJM, named for his first daughter, Lanora
Jane Mueller.
Erstwhile, Larry Butler had just bought one and
one-half of the Morrisonite jasper claims from his
friend, miner, and Bruneau Jasper lover Gene Anthis: the Amy Ellen and Christine Marie. He hired
Dale Hewitt to chauffeur him up the Owyhee in his
jet boat, inspect the claims, and hoped Dale would
mine them. Dale declined the mining gig, and Larry invited Gene to inspect the Morrisonite. Gene
found the claim disappointing. When he journeyed
to the BLM office, they told him two of the Morrisonite claims were abandoned, Lacy and Big Hole
2. He filed claims on these in his and Larry Butler’s
names: the Lanora Jane and the Veronica Lee. Now
Gene had four claims!
To mine the jasper he traveled west for, Gene
required the tools. He found a local used equipment
dealer; put 200 dollars down for a small machine.
His plan: to mine all of his claims in two weeks.
Later, Gene was called regarding a D4 dozer for
$4000. He bought it “sight unseen” and planned
another west quest.
The Christine Marie’s road was in poor shape.
Gene borrowed a trailer in Oregon and hired his
brother’s friend Terry, who could run the dozer.
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Somehow two friends from Tennessee joined on
the expedition. Out west, Gene attempted to move
the dozer to the Blue Mustang claim with his truck,
which in his words, “was a mistake.” When the
first mining operation started a vien was immediately struck only two feet underground. The rock
was harder than expected and had to be drilled out.
Gene explains that at the time he was ignorant of
everything involved with mining. Gene learned
dynamite mining techniques, which were messy
- nothing worked right. Altogether one thousand
pounds of jasper were loaded into Gene’s truck,
and they struggled again to transport the dozer.
Post experimentation they drove the dozer to the
LJM claim.
They dropped by the LJM claim and mined four
days – the only time it has ever been mined. The
rough jasper was not great. A hired truck relocated
the dozer to the Morrisonite area, a long drive. Once
there they inspected the road to the Christine Marie
claim. Terry, the man Gene hired specifically to run
the dozer, would not risk rebuilding the road. The
others there with Gene agreed. About that time, the
BLM arrived. They claimed the mining plan submitted was too problematic. The mining ended.
Gene could not stay away and the next year he
was back at the Morrisonite area they claimed in
search of a hero to fix the road. In transit he noticed
a front yard advertisement: “DOZER FOR HIRE.”
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So Gene enlisted his help in rebuilding the road to
the Christine Marie claim. Upon inspection, the
hired man said the road was too steep and risky –
and it required yearly rebuilding. This trip solved
nothing. The only solution: Gene would have to
rebuild it himself.
Around ‘86 Gene remembers, Tom Caldwell
owned the Morrisonite “Big Hole” claim. A skilled
miner, but his drug addiction won out: he over
dosed and died beside his saw, willing his claims to
his widow. ‘Jake,’ Darrell Jacobitz, obtained a lease
to work Big Hole with his own machine. Working
in a relatively close proximity, Jake befriended
Gene. It took Gene two years to rebuild the road to
the Christine Marie claim. Being the wily character he is, Gene gained his knowledge of bulldozers
by scrapping the training wheels, hopping on, and
building the road himself. While fixing the road,
Gene had got down four switch backs to the bottom and was working right around the cliff’s edge
where the old road went right across a slide. The
dozer got stuck. He began moving it back and forth
in an attempt to loosen it, and it slid over the side of
the cliff, Gene in tow. They slid down the hill and
the machine finally stopped. He says the experience
“is like being thrown from a horse.” He and Jake
inspected the stranded dozer. Jake decided to build
the road past the machine with his front-end loader
Continued on Page 35
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Crystal Water and the Elixirs of Life
ddFor the past twenty-three years, I have worked
with crystals, gemstones and minerals, investigating
their usefulness in areas such as self-healing, meditation, spiritual evolution and consciousness expansion. Recently, I have become interested in learning
whether water can be “charged” or “programmed”
to carry the beneficial properties of stones. If so, this
will offer great opportunities in so many areas that
we can only guess where they will lead us in the
coming years.
Then there is the question of water itself. Human
beings are about 70% water, and water is something
we must constantly take into our bodies in order to

by Robert Simmons

live. Though one can live a month or more without
food, one will die in as little as a few days without water. Water moves through us, builds our tissues, cleanses our organs and makes up much of our
blood, which carries nourishment to all the cells.
Without the proper amounts of water, our digestion,
nerve impulses, thinking, sensing and even breathing cannot function. Water is everywhere in us, and
in fact IS us more than any other substance. A humorist once suggested that water invented humans
as a means of getting from one place to another.
More recently, the Japanese researcher Dr. Emoto,
in his book, The Message of Water, displayed pho-

tographs of water crystals, formed from water that
had been “programmed” by writing words on paper
which were taped to bottles containing the water.
His results seemed to show that water which was
programmed with positive or loving words formed
much more symmetrical and beautiful crystals than
water programmed with angry or negative words. It
even appears that water distressed by the application
of chemicals or other detrimental events could be
“healed” by programming it positively.
Since we are water, such results play into the entire realm of self healing that is based upon producing states of well-being through meditation, positive
affirmations, laughter and loving attention. Even the
“placebo effect” comes into play. Could it be that
the successes of all of these practices and even the
placebo effect come out of the “programming” of
the water in our bodies? All of these seem to offer a
positive “imprint” for the body to somehow take in.
Perhaps it is the malleable, sensitive, impressionable
water within us that receives and carries forward the
positive (or negative) influences we encounter.
Recent studies in biology suggest that the bodies of all organisms are liquid crystal. Biophysicist
Mae Wan Ho has written: “Organisms are so dynamically coherent at the molecular level that they
appear to be crystalline. There is a dynamic, liquid
crystalline continuum of connective tissues and extracellular matrix linking directly into the equally
liquid crystalline cytoplasm in the interior of every
single cell in the body. Liquid crystallinity gives
organisms their characteristic flexibility, exquisite
sensitivity and responsiveness, thus optimizing the
rapid, noiseless intercommunication that enables
the organism to function as a coherent, coordinated
whole. The organism is coherent beyond our wildest
dreams. Every part is in communication with every
other part through a dynamic, tunable, responsive
liquid crystalline medium that pervades the whole
body, from organs and tissues to the interior of every
cell.”
One of the key words in Mae Wan Ho’s quote is
the word “tunable.” The liquid crystal medium of
an organism can be “tuned” to different patterns,
frequencies or states of being. Such attunement
may explain why and how we “resonate” so sympathetically with our environment. If we are with depressed people it depresses us, just as happy people
can cheer us up. This is very similar, and may be
the very same effect evident in the experiments Dr.
Emoto did with water.
From this it is clear that we will most likely
benefit from taking in water that has been intentionally imbued with positive qualities. Even something
as simple as Dr. Emoto’s practice of writing words
on bottles of drinking water is promising––write the
worlds, “good health,” “happiness” and/or “prosperity” on your jug of drinking water and watch the results. But is there an even better way? My interest in
crystals and their beneficial properties led me to try
ways of using them in combination with water. The
initial results are so interesting that I am planning a
much wider series of experiments. In this article, I’ll
sketch out my theory and first results.
Crystals and precious stones have been valued
throughout world cultures over many centuries for
their healing virtues, as well as their capacities to
imbue one with courage, strength, invulnerability,
clairvoyance, love and numerous other qualities.
In current times, an even wider range of beneficial
properties is ascribed to stones. If crystals can help
us attune to such patterns and bring them into our
own being, how does that work? The theory of crystal resonance suggests that the characteristic energy
Continued on Page 47
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Put Your Best Look Forward
				

We’ve all heard the saying “don’t judge a
book by its cover”. Yet we are all guilty of
it. We judge, and others judge us by way of
the image we present. In most situations, it’s
common sense to do so. Right or wrong, we
are all influenced by external appearances. It
can, however, be a helpful tool in business
when used to our advantage. After all, another popular saying counters it; “you never get a
second chance at a first impression.”
In business in general, and sales specifically,
our presentation and appearance becomes part

34

By Rick Toerne, Jr.

of our product. This encompasses everything
from what displays we use, to the environment we create through our lighting, packaging and advertising. All together, it becomes
a branding of sorts.
If we display our merchandise well, we demonstrate to the consumer the true value of the
goods. We may even increase the perceived
value; make it “look like a million bucks.”
Think of this: Take two identical diamond
rings. Bury one in a dark, crowded three tier
showcase, cluttered with too many items, both
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of a wide variety and range in value. Make
the other ring appear exclusive; present it elegantly on a single piece display, in a sparsely
populated one level jewelry case lighted with
a 5000 Kelvin LED.
Even though the two ring’s values are equal,
the perceptions of the ring will vary based
on its surroundings. I’d wager that the ring
gets noticed (and sold) more quickly under
the LED light in the jewelry case. I can’t tell
you how many times we have been asked by
potential customers to sell them the costume
jewelry we use as props for our jewelry displays at the trade shows. Often, the passer
by still wants to buy the piece after learning
that it’s costume, exclaiming “but it looks so
nice.”
There is also an added benefit -- putting a
little creative thought into your displays can
help to give you an advantage over the competition. If you stand out, and you present your
merchandise in a way that sets it apart, even
a little, it can mean the difference between
someone stopping to see what you have, or
passing you by. Remember, you don’t even
get a chance to sell if they don’t stop, and
if they are interested enough to stop, you’re
halfway to a sale.
It doesn’t even take much. Getting a customer’s attention can be as simple as a few props
in an accent color, something that is vibrant,
or complimentary to your line. Sometimes, it
can be the choice of an unusual fabric; think
about using silk, linen or denim, for instance.
The right color lighting can bring out the true
color or sparkle in a stone. A well maintained
or new showcase will lend legitimacy to your
business. It can show that you are willing to
invest in yourself, and will allow people to invest in you. It may sound like a clichéd self
help course, but if you present yourself as successful, success will likely follow. Be unique
but not overwhelming. A good display grabs
the customer, then blends into the background
to let your merchandise shine.
The next time you are reluctant to spend a
little on your supplies, think about presentation. How we present ourselves and our merchandise will play a role in our success. If
you invest a little extra now, it may help bring
you to the next level, and will probably pay
you back in increased sales. And, don’t forget
to smile.

and a spur just below the machine. Eventually they
dug it out and Gene finagled it back onto the road.
Eventually the road was built. The remaining
problems were learning the deposits, the rock, and
how to get it. Daily Gene drove his 1964 Scout
down the ten switch-backs to the mine. This passage was excruciatingly steep, barely forgeable
with four wheel drive, and too nerve racking a
drive to accomplish twice a day with mining in the
mean time. He was in need of a closer living space.
To solve this, he constructed a cabin, or rather a
lien-to, nearer to the deposit. It was a ten feet by
ten feet cube, or so, with a rock wall back, a roof
made out of wooden fence poles, and support poles
with rocks laid between them for walls. This was
much more convenient – even if it meant hauling
the propane stove, refrigerator, machine fuel, down
from the original cabin. Gene mined Morrisonite,
mainly working the Christine Marie claim, between ’86 and ’96.
What folks can mine largely determines the
rough rock market. A pedantic statement, yet this
concept is constantly overlooked. The market is not
only directed by the wills and interests of the miners, but also by exterior legal and interpersonal ramifications. There have always been legal problems
surrounding the Big Hole claim. Jake, for example,
wanted to buy the Big Hole claim from Caldwell’s
widow, who agreed – Jake merely requested two
weeks to compile the funds. In two weeks time,
Jake went to pay for the claim, and he learned she
had already sold it to someone else, Stuart Porteus,
who wanted to own all of the Morrisonite claims.
Around ’92, Gene’s eyesight had been waning, so
he decided to sell his claims to Porteus over a period of four years. During this time he worked the
Veronica Lee and Jake’s Place. Jake’s place was
worked just one more time after Gene’s last trip out
there. Morrisonite, dwindling from the market, has
not been mined since 1996.
After laser eye surgery, Gene’s eyesight stabilized and now that he and Jake were out of the
Morrisonite mining business, they considered other
mining exploits. The Graveyard Point area, not more
than 40 miles from the Morrisonite area, intrigued
them. They went out to inspect it and filed the Beverly Marie claim together in ’96. Gene has mined
this deposit five times in the past twelve years.
Hitting vugs is a regular occurrence at the Graveyard Point claim. On one occasion, they were working at the bottom of a pit with picks, hammers, and
chisels and a rock fell away into the ground. They
ate supper, and tried to open it further but the waning
light made the digging difficult. They pried it open
even further the next day, tied a rope to the excavator
and went spelunking down into the hole, and finding
an opening on the other side. It was a regular vug,
but inside the walls and ceiling were covered with
agate. The agate lining the walls was a foam covered
agate: the plumes are unfinished on the top.
Expeditions like these affected the rough rock
market and finished goods which can be produced
from them. Morrisonite is a higher class material,
but it is much more difficult to mine – it comes out
of the ground in thin pieces and small quantities;
available large amounts are rare. In the Graveyard
Point area, however, agate is everywhere – Gene
estimates there is an agate vein every 10 yards.
These quantities make the material cheaper. The
problem in the Graveyard area is finding good agate. In a thirty day operation, Gene mines about ten
tons and keeps six. One year he produced larger
quantities of pink plumes than before; pink is the
rarest plume color in the Graveyard area and this
increased the value of his load.

Miners have a ‘stumble upon’ feature, much
like Google. On one trip through New Mexico,
Gene pit stopped at Lordsburg Rock Shop, run by
Benny Finn’s sister. Benny Finn is a well known
Mexican miner of Parcelas Agate, Casa Grandes,
Apache Agate, and most recently Scenic Jasper. Benny had at one time invited Gene down
to Nuevo Casas Grandes. Gene journeyed south
to visit and dug through a pile of Apache Agate in
the backyard: the left-over rock from previous mining operations. He selected everything with color
and bought them. When he stopped this time at
Lordsburg Rock Shop, they had a frond-end loader
they were looking to sell. Once Gene crossed into
Mexico, Benny Finn agreed to help him set up and
begin mining the Apache agate.
Gene traveled to Mexico with Brad Cross and
another geologist to inspect the deposit, there dis-

cussing its mining potential. The ground at the deposit is supple and the agate is fairly loose in the
earth. However, when it was dug before, the miners had used a D4 push-cat and had created a big
doughnut filled with water. So, they worked the
back of the deposit. Gene worked for three weeks,
six days a week. No agate. He decided to try his
luck with the front. He dug two trenches; they
found one deposit, but it was all calcite. The second had decent agate, but overall the operation was
a disaster. The machines constantly needed repairs.
Gene did not think he would mine the Apache deposit again – at least not with that machine. This
experience however did open the door for future
mining in Mexico.
Gene had previously bought his Agua Nueva
vein agate from Rodolfo Quavado who mined the
Continued on Page 57
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A Cutter’s Tale:

The Steve Mauldin Story

I was born and raised in New Mexico. My uncles
and cousins would visit from Nevada every summer with stories of mining for turquoise. Since they
worked on cattle ranches,’ they saw fIrst hand a lot
of country and knew the land well. They always had
a story about someone they knew who “struck it
rich” with either a gold, silver or turquoise claim.
As boys, we would be out chasing rabbits and
lizards with our BB guns. We would pick up rocks
and lick them to see what color they were - always
hoping to fmd that they were nuggets of Turquoise,
Gold or Silver. They were Leverite rocks (leave ur
right there).
In 1973 I graduated from high school and I
decided it was necessary to take some time off from
school. This meant that I would delay my college
education.
The turquoise jewelry industry was going strong
and I decided I wanted to start cutting turquoise.
I borrowed $300 and bought my fIrst grinding
machine and worked out of my sister’s basement.
A friend from high school, who was cutting turquoise for an Indian jewelry manufacturer, would
come over and instruct me how to cut and polish
turquoise.
I began buying rough material to cut into cabochons, then selling the fmished stones to the jewelry manufacturers. It was exciting working for myself and making my own money. I made it a point
to learn about all the different turquoise mines in
Arizona and Nevada.I eventually started going
up to Nevada to buy rough turquoise. My cousin,
Ronnie, would take me around to different miners
to look at their raw turquoise. After visiting with
them, we discovered that we were related (the Edgars & Mauldins were related through marriage).
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I also found out that some of my relatives had
owned some of the most famous turquoise mines:
Blue Gem, Stormy Mountain, #8, Landers, Blue
Bird, Battle Mountain Blue and Fox. They would
talk for hours telling their stories of “claims to
fame” and the disappointments they encountered.
There seemed to be more disappointments, but that
is the nature of mining. In any event, this allowed
me to obtain some extremely high grade material
that wasn’t for sale to just anyone.
Eventually I had the chance to purchase the Carico Lake Turquoise mine. I had the mine for three
years. During that time, Chinese turquoise had taken over the US market. It was abundant and cheap.
The problem was that it wasn’t hard and didn’t
have a vibrant color. It had to be altered to make it
look good. That wasn’t the case with American turquoise. We never had those problems to deal with.
My fIrst thought was to offer a premium Nevada
turquoise of a higher quality to the market. It was
difficult because our prices were much higher than
the Chinese turquoise. I had to educate my buyers
about the difference in the quality. Through advertising and selling to QVC and other manufacturers,
the demand for good American turquoise was coming back. The bottom line is that the customer gets
much more when they invest in jewelry that is set
with good quality turquoise.
Before opening the Carico Lake Turquoise mine,
I had an Afghani partner named Azzizi. He was one
of the main suppliers of Lapis in the world. They
tried to assassinate him in Pakistan, so he took refuge in the US. He moved to Albuquerque because
it looked just like his homeland and we quickly
became friends. He did not speak English when we
met, but he soon learned the language. We opened
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a store together and I named it Liberty Gems &
Minerals. I thought that the name was fitting since
he had found liberty in the United States.
One day he gave me a rock to cut. After cutting and polishing it I told him this needs to be in
the market. We ended up importing five tons of this
material that was called Subzak. I couldn’t give it
away with a name like that. A couple years later I
was holding a large piece against my leg and noticed it matched the color of my jeans. I said “let’s
call it Denim Lapis”. It then started selling like
mad. People from everywhere started wanting it.
The rest is history.
I moved on to dealing with a new stone from
western Australia called Gaspeite. This luscious
green stone was an unknown commodity in the
jewelry business; so I had the opportunity to introduce another stone into the market. I purchased
the majority that came from the mine in 1996. It
is a very versatile stone, with colors ranging from
lime green to a deeper green with brown matrix. It
has found a rightfully deserved place in the jewelry
industry and has been incorporated in many Southwest jewelry designers’ collections. No more viable
deposits have been found, so I feel very fortunate to
have acquired this great green stone.
A few years later I went to Mexico and started
mining a purple rock called Spurrite. It has a color
range between Sugilite and Charoite. A customer
sent a piece of Spurrite to GIA for identification.
GIA called me excited about the material. Subsequently a two page article was published in the
quarterly Gems & Gemology spring 2004 issue.
I produce beads and cabochons for the wholesale jewelry industry. I also design fmished, one of
a kind, jewelry pieces. I like to specialize in high
quality and hard to get natural stones of all different types for my customers. I get a real sense of
satisfaction from selling to people who appreciate
good quality.

Gemstone Horizons: A Journal of Stones
and Their Metaphysical Properties
by Robert Simmons

Shamanite

A relatively new stone to the mineral marketplace is an unusual material that has been dubbed
Shamanite. It is primarily a form of Black Calcite,
mixed with other minerals, including rare Barite,
Zircon, Chlorite, Orthoclase, Chalcocite and Strontianite, as well as Quartz and Carbon. It is a lustrous black color, and is harder than other forms
of Calcite, making it workable for carvings, beads,
cabochons and other polished forms. It has been
found in the Rocky Mountain areas in the U.S.A..
Shamanite is aptly named. It can be very helpful
for initiating inner journeying, and it can help one
connect inwardly with power animals and spirit
guides. It is a Stone of the Ancestors, aiding one
in communicating with spiritual elders and guides
on the other side, as well as loved ones who have
passed. It is a stone of those who wish to walk between the worlds, and to heal others through sould
retrieval. It can help dispel the fear of death through
bringing one to a clear experience that death is not
the end of one’s being.
Shamanite resonates with the heart and third eye

chakras, and it can activate a synergy of their energies to open the portal of the crown chakra. This is
important for shamanic journeying, in which one
wishes to leave and re-enter the body through the
crown. The Calcite component of Shamanite facilitates a clear, calm awareness making it easier to
remain centered through difficult moments of inner
or outer life.
Shamanite resonates in some mysterious way
with the beings thought of as “extraterrestrial”
or interdimensional. The impression is that these
beings are present invisibly in higher frequency
realms and wish to help humanity make its transition into expanded consciousness and wholeness,
and that Shamanite used in meditation can help one
become aware of them and their benevolent intentions. It also seems to expose the inner activities
of so-called demonic forces which are working to
keep humans in a lower state of awareness.
Shamanite offers spiritual protection to those
who simply wear or carry it, and it offers more to
those interested in serious inner work. If one wishes to be a “Warrior of Light,” Shamanite can be a
powerful ally.
Shamanite resonates synergistically with Moldavite, Larimar, Shaman Stones (Moqui Marbles),
Nuummite, Cryolite, Azeztulite, Sanda Rosa Azeztulite, Amber, Jet and most Calcites. Strontianite
combines very powerfully and helpfully with Shamanite for those inner journeyers who may find
themselves assaulted by negative forces.
Shamanite is available from Mountain Mark
Trading Company.

Orbicular Jasper

These colorful stones emanate an energy which
is calming and stabilizing to the physical body, and
helps bring the emotional self into balance. They
are some of the “friendliest” stones one could ever
encounter, and they extend a healing infuence
which is subtle, but quite strong and enduring. One
might say that wearing or carrying Orbicular Jasper
is to one’s energy system what taking vitamins is
to the body––the effect is not instant or dramatic,
but over the long term it is quite wholesome and
helpful.
Orbicular Jasper can aid one in maintaining clarity of thought, by providing a strong grounding influence which allows mental processes to function
without confusin or distraction. It encourages one
to feel confident, even adventurous, by enhancing
one’s sense of inner strength and security. It can
be a great “lucky stone” for those who travel long
distances or engage in activities such as mountain
climbing. All of this comes out of Orbicular Jasper’s groundedness and inherent strength.
Continued on Page 44
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The Zeppo Story
Often, when we attend gem and mineral or
jewelry shows, we see only the products. But a
great deal of work and cooperation by people
around the world often goes into those attractive items we see in the displays. We found this
out last year as we spoke with Mike Zeff of
Zeppo Merchandisers. We asked Mike to share
his story with our readers:
It began as many idealistic dreams do….
with a vision of a lifetime of travel and adventure a vision of sharing interesting products
from the four corners of the earth.
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As a New Yorker, with importers lining
Broadway and 5th Ave. in Manhattan, the
world’s merchandise was easy to access for
their founder Michael Zeff. Zeppo Merchandisers was established in 1974 during a time
when alternative lifestyles were the buzz and
anti-establishment thought was prevalent
among young people with anti-war activity
and free thinking permeating the minds of
“baby boomers” following the wake of the
Vietnam War.
Zeppo has always carried merchandise
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symbolic of this exciting and youthful era and
has continued to promote alternative products
such as wearable art, handcrafted products
from developing nations and products with
metaphysical benefits. The company soon
gravitated into jewelry and gemstones that
moved their spirit and soul.
Travel and love of the Mountains took their
hold. An article in SKI Magazine stated: “The
two best cities to combine business and skiing
are Denver and Salt Lake City. Zeppo’s hub of
business surrounds Denver and Salt Lake City
today and many designs are inspired by the
beautiful and majestic Rocky Mountain landscapes and lifestyles. Today they are based in
Parker Colorado and employ seven people.
The company procured the domain www.
zeppomerch.com and launched their first web
site in 1990. Their current web site has a shopping cart system and is password protected so
as not to divulge the wholesale prices. Zeppo Merchandisers is a 100% wholesale only
company and is continually adding to and
improving their site. Many on line relationships have been created and developed over
the years through the website as well as the
website serving as an online catalog.
Zeppo’s customer base ranges from Fine
Jewelers, to Craftspeople, Specialty Department Stores to New Age and Metaphysical
Stores. They pride themselves in custom tailoring merchandising programs and product
lines to fit their customer’s needs. Over the
past few years they have created and produced
Logo Jewelry and proprietary jewelry designs
for our customers with exacting detail. The
designs are produced on a cad-cam system by
experienced technicians with results far superior than earlier wax carving techniques.
The company partners with their suppliers
and customers alike. Their relationship with
their people in Thailand represents the essence of commitment to social responsibility
and the love of life. The same people in Thailand produce the jewelry as did twenty years
ago. Their lives have been greatly enhanced
by their association with the company.
Their products hinge on symbolic representations of life and are forever changing
with the times. Much love and thought goes
into each new design, with most new designs
being customer driven.The company’s product line is quite diverse….Take Hoop Earrings for example: They have developed and
refined their Hoop Earrings since the beginning, distributing hoops in Sterling Silver, 14Karat Yellow and White Gold, Niobium, Gold
Filled, and Surgical Steel. The hoop earrings
come in ethnic as well as high fashion designs,
in a large range of sizes and represent some of
the finest hoop earrings on the market today.
Hoop earrings as well as other products combine function and fashion and each product
produced by Zeppo Merchandisers contains
“The Quality Your Customer’s Deserve”
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In spiritual evolution, Orbicular Jasper helps
keep one from being unduly influenced by the illusory attractions of fantasy. It aids one in the acivity
of discernment, and speeds one’s spiritual progress,
not through acceleration, but through the avoidance
of detours.
Orbicular Jasper works well in conjunction with
high-energy stones such as Moldavite, Azeztulite,
Phenacite, Circle Stones (from Crop Circles) and
Satya Mani Quartz. All of these provide the stimulation of one’s vibrational pattern, while Orbicular
Jasper brings in stabilizing forces which help one
integrate the stimulation while maintaining inner
balance.
Orbicular Jasper is available from West Coast
Mining.

Oregon Opal (Opal Butte)

Oregon Opal allows for the joyful experience
and expression of the emotions and imagination.
This stone encourages one to act upon one’s desires
in a loving way. Unlike some Opal, which can magnify the experience of the more difficult emotions,
Oregon Opal connects one to the joyful side of the
emotional experience, enabling one to integrate and
release old wounds in the emotional body.

Oregon Opal can be a key for unlocking the
secrets of past lives, especially if one’s current life
is being affected by a problematic past-life pattern.
Oregon Opal facilitates one’s entry into the state of
consciousness in which past-life memories come to
the surface. It also activates the ‘inner radar’ which
unfailingly chooses to reveal the life or lives one
most needs to review in order to understand and
overcome difficulties in the current life. This is
especially true in instances in which one’s present
problems are ‘echoes’ or repetitions of past-life patterns. Oregon Opal’s energy of joyful acceptance allows one to comprehend and release such recurring
issues and move forward in freedom and clarity.
While other Opals are related to the Water element, Oregon Opal is related to the Fire element,
and so encourages one to transmute any negativity
one may encounter into useful energy. It is said that
emotion is the doorway to spiritual experience and
inner growth. For those who wish to enter it, Oregon
Opal can be a key. It is also said that when we feel
the most joy we are closest to truth. Oregon Opal
can be a conduit to the truth of our essential joy.
Oregon Opal is available from West Coast Mining.

Agua Nueva Agate
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Two locations on the Agua Nueva ranch in Chihuahua, Mexico produce the material known as
Agua Nueva Agate. Some of these colorful stone
appear as nodules while others are found in veins.
Both contain dramatic and colorful swirls in a wide
range of colors. The fine lines and vivid colors of
Agua Nueva distinguish it from Brazilian Agates
and other more common varieties.
Agua Nueva Agate is stabilizing to the emotional body, helping one to release stress, calm
frayed nerves, quiet anxiety, cool anger and forego
judgement of others. It is a stone of friendship, and
makes an excellent gift for affirming one’s regard
and loyalty to another.
In meditation, Agua Nueva Agate facilitates insight, encouraging and aiding one in using spiritual
vision to penetrate the layers of the psyche. It is a
good stone for healing old emotional wounds, because it allows one to recall the trauma while holding the pattern of emotional balance. It is an excellent talisman for those in grief, or those undergoing
a difficult illness, becaue its influence is such an
anchor of calm and clarity.
Agua Nueva Agate is helpful in animal communication, as it vibrates in resonance with the wholesome patterns of animal consciousness.
In self healing, Agua Nueva Agate is strengthening to the blood, encouraging the vibrancy of the
immune system and resonating with the pattern
of healthy function of the endocrine and digestive
systems. It wholesome influence can help engender
long-term healing of chronic maladies.
Spiritually, Agua Nueva Agate stimulates and
strengthens the root chakra, helping one remain
grounded, stable and focused in one’s physical
body, and bringing all the subtle bodies into harmonious relationship with it.
Agua Nueva Agate combines synergistically with
Clear Quartz, Azeztulite, Sanda Rosa Azeztulite,
Dragon Blood Jasper, Orbicular Jasper, Amethyst,
Carnelian and Onyx.
Agua Nueva Agate is available from The Gem Shop.

Sanda Rosa Azeztulite™

Lovers of the high-vibration angelic realm stone
Azeztulite will be excited to learn that a new variety of Azeztulite was recently discovered in North
Carolina. Sanda Rosa Azeztulite is composed of
pure white Quartz with silver-green Mica and pink
Almandine Spessartine Garnet. Tumbled Stones,
cabacons, polished shapes and even raw pieces reveal an interesting color-texture combination, and
the energies of this stone go far beyond thos\e of
the minerals comprising it.
Sanda Rosa Azeztulite resonates most powerfully with the heart and third eye chakras, encouraging and enhancing the integration and unification
of these centers. It also stimulates and harmonizes
the etheric body, bringing it into alignment with
the physical. It can aid in clearing and cleansing
the cells and organs of etheric patterns of contraction, dysfunction and deterioration. It is one of the
most useful stones for spiritual healing, as it works
on multiple levels to bring forward the pattern of
wholeness that is latent within, but which may have
become fragmented due to fear, or wounded by the
attacks of other organisms or entities.
Sanda Rosa Azeztulite is a true stone of the
heart, and it offers the resonance of wholeness
through strengthening the heart’s vibrations. Meditation with Sanda Rosa Azeztulite allows one to
open to the spiritual healing and regeneration offered by the loving angelic beings who animate
these stones with their currents of beneficial radiance and benevolent intention. The ‘caressing by
many invisible, subtle and gentle hands’ which one
may feel while holding or wearing these stones can
be understood as the interaction of angelic frequencies with ours.
Sleeping with Sanda Rosa Azeztulite can enhance one’s dream life, initiating highly spiritual
dreams and offering inner teachings during sleep.
Sometimes, as one is falling asleep while holding
a Sanda Rosa Azeztulite or having placed one under one’s pillow, one may feel waves of comforting
vibrations passing through one’s body. This is the
harmonization of one’s astral, physical and etheric
bodies with one’s core self––one of the gifts of the
Nameless Light, to which the Azez are in service.
Attunement to the Nameless Light of the Great
Central Sun is the primary gift coming through all
Azeztulite, and the Sanda Rosa variety is no exception. This frequency can sometimes actually be
seen, and is most often experienced as gold-white
light or pure white light. The term Nameless Light
refers to the fact that this spiritual Light––which is
the radiance at the center of our hearts, the center of
every galaxy, every atom, the Light that exists even
within darkness––is beyond all manifestation, prior
to all names, and is one with the holy silence out of
which the world arises. When this frequency permeates our being, we are at one with All That Is.
The visionary qualities of Sanda Rosa Azeztulite are highly significant. Rudolph Steiner, one
of the most famous and acclaimed clairvoyants and
inspired teachers of his day, said that the purpose of
adult life is the exploration of the spiritual worlds.
Sanda Rosa Azeztulite offers one aid in opening
one’s inner, spiritual eyes. When this occurs, one

can learn to see both the ‘normal’ world and the
inner domains operating as expressions of spiritual
realities. Such new perspectives can lead one to understandings encompassing the whole of life in a
fabric of spiritual meaning and significance. In this,
it is possible to glimpse the astonishing scope of
our purpose and destiny.
The tone of Sanda Rosa Azeztulite is decidedly
feminine, perhaps due to the other minerals mixed
with the Quartz––or perhaps it is that there is something about this mixture that opens itself to expression of the Divine feminine. It feels resonant to me
with the currents I associate with Mary, Kwan Yin,
Mary Magdalene and Sophia. It can aid in increasing one’s qualities of receptivity, gentleness, love
and compassion. It is a good stone to work with
when one is making an inner turning, in prayer,
meditation or daily life, to the Divine feminine.
To me, it is fitting that the word Rosa is associated
with this stone, which like the rose flower, is deeply

associated with the feminine and with the heart.
In healing, Sanda Rosa Azeztulite can work
on multiple levels. It is recommended for those
wishing to bring its spiritual currents to bear in
overcoming cancer, heart disease, anemia, depression, anxiety, and mental imbalances such as mania,
schizophrenia, insomnia and phobias. It can be an
aid to those with eating disorders which involve low
self-esteem. It can be a useful talisman in moving
through grief, in part because of its capacity of increasing one’s awareness of the spiritual realms.
Sanda Rosa Azeztulite works in synergy with
all other types of Azeztulite, as well as Agni Gold
Danburite, White Danburite, Herderite, Phenacite,
Natrolite, Moldavite, Tanzanite, Tibetan Tektite,
Petalite, Satya Mani Quartz, Cryolite, Circle Stones,
Moldau Quartz and many other high-vibration
stones. Cryolite is especially useful in strengthening
the mind/heart connection opened by Sanda Rosa
Continued on Page 52
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The Strong Rock
Wow! Beautiful minerals everywhere.
We are are bringing to Denver only the best
selection and cheapest prices in mineral specimens.
We will have lots of Hemimorphite, Cony Calcite,
Adamite, Wolfenite, Aurochalcite, Creedite and
much, much more.
Some minerals starting as low as $25.00 per box.

We are in the same spot as always;
Holiday Inn Central, in the corner.
We will be bringing lots of new green,
orange and blue Calcite. We will also have
Cherr y Quar tz Spheres from China. We
will have new lots of Trancas and Blue Star
Geodes (Jr. Geodes) Rose Selenite 1-14”.
We’ll have a new lot of Apatite from Durango
and we will only have a limited supply of
most of these items, so come early.
www.thestrongrock.com * info@thestrongrock.com
Tel (915) 532-6449 * Cell (915) 731-5006
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Alchemy Bowls
by Crystal Tones

Crystal Tones’ modern-day alchemists William Jones and Paul Utz make the
widest and most advanced array of crystal bowl energy tools available. Here
they tell the story of their Alchemy Bowls.
Crystal Tones Alchemy Bowls
start with the purest quartz and
gems, minerals and metals are added
to augment its tonal transmissions.
They are brought to magma where
they integrate their united healing
consciousness. Their crystalline
matrixes emerge as crystal structured quartz-singing bowls, and
are living molecular consciousness.
Using Quartz as a carrier wave,
these gems, metals and minerals offer their transformational healing frequencies as Sonic Sound Vibration. We are
70% water, the perfect sounding receiver for these frequencies of love.
Sound is used throughout nature as a profound method of healing. In every
Culture sound is used to soothe, heal, unite, and inspire. Quantum physics has
joined with native indigenous traditions in recognizing the life force of elemental molecular consciousness. Humanistic and Experimental Psychology has
demonstrated the healing properties of color and tone. Science has illustrated
the structural influence and effects our word intentions have on the shape and
expression of the quartz molecule. Our Physical and Subtle Bodies are simply
variations of that vibration consciousness.
Crystal Tones Crystal Singing Bowls transcend culture, race and creed. They
facilitate the understanding of our Oneness. Their integrated vibration consciousness teaches our Mind, through our physical body experience, initiating
a profound unified body understanding. They facilitate a true synthesis of our
Physical, Mental, Emotional, Spiritual, and Ethereal Bodies. Through this marriage sound true Alchemy is achieved.
In pristine Mount Shasta, Crystal Tones has created the only showroom of its
kind in the world. At The Crystal Room, Crystal Tones at Mount Shasta, you can
experience every style of singing bowl and Alchemy that Crystal Tones produces.
Room after room offers the unique, hands-on opportunity to explore the vibration
properties of Amethyst, Rose Quartz, Moldavite, Smokey Quartz, Charcoal, Diamond, Emerald, Ruby, Citrine, Kyanite, 24K Gold, Platinum, and many more.
Daily demonstrations of their properties awaken new cellular knowing.
At Crystal Tones at Mount Shasta groups come from all over the world
come to learn more about the Quartz Crystal Singing Bowls unlimited uses.
Workshops, group and individual healing sessions, techniques for playing the
singing bowls, and knowledgeable staff contribute to each individual’s experience. Crystal Tones Singing Bowls offer the opportunity to learn and feel ones
charkas, the vibration properties of color, and how these bowls can facilitate
meditation and quantum healing. The importance of multiple tone harmonics
is emphasized. The vibrational uniqueness of the energetic properties of different metals and minerals is felt by using different alchemy bowls with the same
tone as a point of reference. Sequencing 21 Alchemy Singing Bowls creates
the Diamond Alignment. Another 13 bowls create the Beta Alignment. New
Alchemy combinations are always being combined and used to augment group
and individual awakenings.
Beverly Ann Wilson combines a lifetime of training in color, music, vibrational healing, crystals and minerals, physics, anatomy and physiology to present a
dynamic experience of the bowls. She provides information on how to incorporate the singing bowls into different types of healing practices. As a Master
Alchemist for Crystal Tones Singing Bowls she is responsible for initiating the
creation of many of the Alchemy Blends. Each blend (rose quartz and amethyst,
Kyanite citrine, amethyst citrine, Smokey citrine, diamond citrine, Smokey
modality, ruby gold and many others can be experienced. At Crystal Tones at
Mount Shasta, she orchestrates these blends with basic bowl harmonics.
You are water, space and molecular consciousness, the perfect receptor for this
vibrational information. Using yourself as the experimental model, you feel the
differences.   Through the Alchemy Crystal Singing Bowls your Body teaches
your Mind. You experience and integrate you in a completely new way.
Crystal Tones at Mount Shasta, The Crystal Room is open 360 days a year at
109 W. Castle St. in Mt. Shasta, California, 96067. The phone and email are as
follows: (530) 918-9108 and mailto:beverlyannwilson@crystaltones.com beverlyannwilson@crystaltones.com. Come and experience the Magic of Crystal
Tones Alchemy Singing Bowls at www.crystalsingingbowls.com. We look forward to sharing them with you.

Continued from Page 30

patterns emanated by any stone can be transferred into the liquid crystal medium
of our bodies through resonance. Our bodies, being composed of tunable liquid
crystal, can mirror and mimic any consistent pattern with which we come into
contact. Just as we fall into cheerful resonance with happy people, we can resonate with the healthful qualities of Amethyst, or the evolutionary quickening of
Moldavite.
If we want to expose our bodies to the benefits of the vibrational patterns of
stones, the fuller and more penetrating the contact, the better. This is where the
idea of drinking water enhanced by crystal energies comes from. If water takes
the imprints of what is projected into it, as Emoto suggests, it stands to reason
that water can carry stone energy patterns. If we drink that water, those patterns
travel throughout our bodies, into the tissues and all the cells. By this theory,
we can, for example, “teach” the cells of the body the pattern of good health
transmitted by Amethyst by the bringing Amethyst-charged water we drink right
into the cells.
I have worked on my own with stone-charged waters over the years, and
the results have been promising. In recent years, I wondered if the nature of the
water used made a difference. I wanted to avoid chlorinated or fluoridated water, since chlorine and fluoride both carry their own energy patterns which can
deplete or harm the body. Spring water is good, and I thought it would be my
choice until I found crystal water from Arkansas,
Ron Coleman owns one of the most prolific and high-quality Quartz crystal
mines in Arkansas. Recently he has begun to bring out some very delicious,
pure water from a special well on his property. The Earth in this area is full of
crystals, and the ground water is filtered right through the crystal layers. This
water comes out of the ground already patterned with the beneficial properties
of the Quartz which has permeated it for millions of years. My sense of this
water is that it carries a strong pattern of Quartz, which is the most “programmable” of stones. Quartz is said to be capable of amplifying and strengthening
any intention placed within it. The Quartz-enhanced water of Crystal Source is
ideal for making drinking water and elixirs enhanced with other stones, in addition to its native Quartz. Since discovering Crystal Source, it has become my
water of choice for making stone elixirs and stone-charged drinking water. My
feeling is that it holds the patterns more effectively and longer, and it magnifies
the desired effects. My own experiences have convinced me to research this area
more thoroughly, and I will be writing about my results in my next book, Stones
of the New Consciousness.
For now, I encourage those interested in these possibilities to try them out
for yourself and keep track of your results. Here are two simple recipes––one
for Heaing water and one for a Meditation elixir. There is no limit to the possibilities here, so I hope readers will pursue this and write me with your results.
(email heavenandearth@earthlink.net) If you are able to get your hands on some
Crystal Source water, that is the best. Otherwise try it with spring water and see
what happens!
Recipe for Healing Water: Take two liters of spring water in a glass container. Write the words, “Pattern of Perfect Health for My Body” on a piece of
paper and tape it to the bottle. (You can add other words like Love, Well Being,
Strength, etc.) Take a clear, clean Amethyst point, and a clear Quartz point and
hold them while you meditate, imagining the intention for your optimal health
going into the crystals and filling them. (You can add Rutilated Quartz to speed
up the process, or other healing stones of your choice.) Then place the crystals
in the water. Put the glass container in the sun for a couple of hours to charge it.
Then refrigerate the water and drink it as you normally would over a few days.
Repeat as you wish to.
Recipe for Meditation Elixir: Take a one-pint or one-quart glass jar of spring
water. Add 20% vodka or other alcohol. Write the words “Deepest and Most
Beneficial Meditation” or the phrase of your choice, on paper and tape it to
the container as described above. Other helpful words can be added. For this
elixir, I recommend Moldavite, Phenacite, Danburite, Azeztulite and Petalite
be placed in the container. Prepare the stones beforehand by holding them and
placing your intention within them, as above. Tighten the lid on the jar and place
it in sunlight for an entire day, or several days. Moonlight, especially of the full
moon, is also recommended. After at least twenty-four hours of this charging,
dispense the liquid into clean dropper bottles. Before meditation, place a few
drops under the tongue. Note your inner experiences.
Both of these recipes are the simplest possible. Much more can be done to
make the preparation process more powerful, and many more stones can be
brought together to create the perfect blends for one’s desired purposes. Since
this water is for consumption, take special care that the stones you use are completely clean, and do not use stones which could be poisonous or leech any
of their constituents into the water. Don’t use porous stones. Crystals are best.
when in doubt, check for potential toxicity before trying a specific stone. Don’t
use any stone or material soluble in water or alcohol. These are experiments. No
results are promised or implied, but I hope to hear about yours!
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Around the World in Three Days –
		

The Munich Mineral Show 2008 Goes from the
Alps at Home all the Way ‘Down under’

Once again with more than 1,000 exhibitors
from 56 nations, the Munich Mineral Show 2008
invites you on a journey across the globe from 31st
October 2008 to 2nd November 2008. The highlights are the two spectacular special exhibitions
“Australia” and “Gold of the Alps”. Experts, amateur collectors and the ordinary public will also be
impressed again by the lively bazaar atmosphere of
the collectors’ stands from all over the world, as
well as the chance to acquire beautiful jewellery
and choice stones at trade prices.

The “Australia” special exhibition in hall A6 transports visitors to the world of the mines and open
pits in the heart of the Australian desert. It shows
the variety of rich mineral and gold deposits and
is generous with superlatives. The country is the
largest producer of precious opals, which are also
the most valuable in the world. The most beautiful examples will be on display at the show. The
pink Argyle diamonds on display are also valuable.
The most expensive precious stones in the world
achieve market prices of up to US$ 400,000 per

carat (20 times more than comparable colourless
diamonds) and are practically only found in one
mine in north-western Australia. Also making the
trip half-way around the world are opalised fossils
from the Cretaceous period, which are around 110
million years old, and a 550-kilogram undamaged
meteorite, which is the largest ever found in Australia. You can also marvel at the largest gold crystal in the world from the British Museum of Natural
History, which was discovered in 1876.

The second special exhibition under the stewardship of Reinhold Messner is also concerned with
the treasured precious metal. Amazing new finds
and valuable old pieces await visitors under the
title “The Gold of the Alps”. The Alpine region was
been the main discovery site for gold in Europe for
several thousand years. Then it lost its significance
thanks to the discovery of the new continents and
their enormous deposits. However, in comparison
it is not well known that rich gold finds are still possible in the Alps today. The Munich Mineral Show
has brought some of the most outstanding new
finds to Munich. You can see wonderful filigrees
and gold seams removed with great care. There
are also splendid finds from the Roman, Gallic and
Celtic periods.
The Wellness Island in hall A4, which has greatly
expanded its services over the last three years, has
developed a great attractive force. 17 exhibitors are
offering an extremely rich variety of services, from
precious stone massages and cosmetics to crystal
healing. The new Water Bar in particular attracted
a lot of interest last year. This serves precious stone
water that, depending on the mixture, will have a
harmonising, invigorating or healing effect on body
and spirit. As fashion, wellness and cosmetics have
long been important for men too, this year’s jewellery competition by the goldsmiths and designers is
aimed at this target group under the motto “Men’s
Jewellery”. The “Petrified Forest” in hall A4 is a
new oasis of relaxation. It is certainly not just fossil
fans who enjoy the fossilised tree trunks from Indo-
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nesia, which together with orchids, water features
and numerous benches, become an area of peace
amidst the hubbub of the show. A commitment to
the environment by the Munich Mineral Show:
reforestation projects in Indonesia and Africa are
supported with the proceeds from the fossilised tree
pieces sold there. Fun for the whole family is on offer once again from the exciting and educational
hands-on events. There is gold panning, soapstone
carving, precious stone grinding and fossil preparation, as well as free, professional childcare.
The Munich Mineral Show, which has stands
for exhibitors, dealers, stone hunters and collectors
from all over the world, is open on Friday (trade
visitors) and Saturday from 9am to 7pm, and on
Sunday from 9am to 6pm.
45th International Munich Mineral Show: New
Munich Trade Fair Centre, Hall A6, A5, A4, EAST
entrance on 31st October 2008 for the trade public
(GEOFA); on 1st and 2nd November 2008 for the
public (BÖRSE) Opening times: 9am to 7pm (Fri.
/ Sat.)9am to 6pm (Sun.).
Spa Experience at the Munich Mineral Show
Precious stones as the foundation of beauty, wellness and even health - the Wellness Island in hall
A4 has become one of the magnets for the public at
the Munich Mineral Show. A total of 17 exhibitors
provide information on topics like precious stone
massages and acupressure, precious stone cosmetics, oils and water and stone healing.
With this year’s focus of “Spa”, the show is
proving once again that it is a trendsetter. More
and more cosmetics firms and wellness providers
are making use of the beautifying and nurturing
effect of precious stones and are coming to the
Mineral Show. A pioneer in this field is Monika
Grundmann. The Precious Stone Balance she has
developed includes precious stone therapy and
massage techniques, along with oils, Bach flowers, colours and sounds. The producer of natural
healing agent Pekana is geared toward holistic Indian health teachings, which involves the different
energy centres of the human body. The precious
stone balm of Pekana should get energies flowing
and loosen blockages in applications like singing
bowl therapy. Light of Nature, producer of natural
cosmetics, uses gold and silver in its lines, as well
as various precious stones like pink quartz, pearls
and mountain crystals. The Aqua Bar attracted a lot
of attention last year. Here, the company VitaJuwel
offers precious stone water, which is supposed to
have a harmonising, invigorating or healing effect
on body and spirit depending on the mixture. Another highlight is offered by the Egger company,
which with an illuminated salt crystal of 6 x 4 m
realises designer housing dreams.
In addition to the “tactile application”, the “visual pleasure” and the personal exchange with
the exhibitors, the numerous special talks at the
Mineral Forum in hall A4 also deliver interesting
and useful background information. The “precious
stone guru” Michael Gienger will be there again,
who has developed stone healing teachings, for
example in combination with traditional Chinese
medicine.
Other speakers on site: Ewald Kliegel (Precious
Stone Reflex Massage); Franca Bauer (Oil Massage with her own Precious Stone Oils) ;Dagmar
Fleck (Hot Stone Massage); Ulrich Metz (Joya®
Massages); Richy Welch, Founder of Aurum
Manus® Precious Stone Massage.

See the Munich Show ad on page 6

Himalayan Salt Lamps
and Feng Shui
by Universe of Energies Distribution

bbOne of the first known information about salt
mines is from the time of Alexander the Great. While
resting, some of the horses of his army started licking
the stones and it was found salty.
The Khewra mine is one of the most famous mines in
the world, it is still active and visitors are welcomed.
The salt is containing over 70 different minerals,
which gives the different coloration, as well as the different consistency. The darker color has more iron is
included.
The benefits of the salt lamps: Our air surrounding us is charged with positive and negative ions.
Depending on the environment one or the other is
becoming stronger and will dominate the air content.
Computers, TV, Monitors, cell phones, microwaves
etc will put positive ions out. We feel the same as a
thunderstorm is brewing. Salt lamps are putting negative ions out. It could be compared with a vacation at
the ocean.
Positive ions bring uplifting feelings to us. It is being said to reduce sinus infections, allergies, animal
dander, smoke, mold spore etc. Placed by a TV set,
computer monitor, etc. will reduce tiredness. Salt will
attract water, a coaster is recommended to be used under the base of the lamp.
The Himalayan salt lamps are giving a beautiful
warm glow and work well as night lights in bath
rooms, hallways or children’s bed rooms.
Universe of Energies Distribution carries a large selection of Himalayan salt lamps.
Feng Shui is a very ancient Asian art of placement.
Feng Shui means wind and water. The art of Feng
Shui will help to balance the energy flow or Chi in our
environment. Feng Shui uses the 5 elements and their
interaction to balance the Chi.
Himalayan Salt Lamps are wonderful Chi enhancers
due to their healthy negative ions and warm colors.
They can be used to enhance several areas of your
home.
For example: place two heart shaped Himalayan
Salt candle holders in your romance/relationship area/
Gua to enhance or strengthen your relationship with
your partner.
The Earth element of the Himalayan Salt Lamps will
also enhance the knowledge area or Gua if you like
to gain more business, enhance your decision making
and improve learning capabilities.
The Himalayan Salt Lamps come in many different shapes. Certain shapes could be used to enhance
certain elements. A Pyramid shaped Himalayan salt
Lamp could enhance the fire element, which is your
fame area in your home or business.
Universe of Energies Distribution carries not only
Himalayan Salt Lamps, but also Feng Shui items,
Water Fountains, Crystal Diamonds, Aromatherapy
Products, Healing Wands, Pendulums, etc. Our warehouse is well stocked with over 2500 different items.
Please call Universe of Energies Distribution for a
free catalog at 480-250-1585.

See Universe of Energies ads on page 9 & 33
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Azeztulite. Phenacite enhances its capacity to open vision of the spiritual worlds. Moldavite works through
the heart for wholeness and the fulfillment of one’s
spiritual destiny. Satya Mani Quartz increases the focus
on spiritual Light and enlightenment. Herderite helps
his stone activate our latent spiritual capacities. Circle
Stones help bring one to the threshold of the revelation
of world-destiny.
Sanda Rosa Azeztulite™ is available exclusively
from Heaven and Earth LLC and authorized dealers.
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Nuummite

Nuummite is a unique combination of Anthophyllite, a magnesium iron silicate, and Gedrite, a lithiumbearing amphibole. The hardness of Nuummite is about
6. It is found only in Greenland and is very ancient—
about three billion years old. It is characterized by
closely intergrown crystals which display flashes of iridescent color. The base color of Nuummite is charcoal
gray to black, and its labradorescent colors include red,
orange, gold, yellow, green, blue and violet. The most
common reflected color is gold. Nuummite is mined in a
remote area of Greenland and can be extracted only during the warm months. Although it is difficult to find and
must be cut with care to display the color, Nuummite
has become quite popular as a metaphysical talisman
and as a gemstone.
In The Book of Stones, Robert Simmons writes:
“These are stones of the deepest aspect of the Earth element. They draw upon the fiery energies of the Earth’s
core, and they offer us the gift of inner power. In regard

to power, it is said that the difference between a tyrant
and a magician is that a tyrant wants power over others,
while the magician wishes for power only over herself
(or himself). In the great work of mystic realization, the
magician makes much more progress than the tyrant.
Nuummite, as a stone of inner power, can be used on
the magician’s quest for self-mastery.
“Nuummite has the power to take one on a journey
into the depths of the psyche. It can help one to release
energies trapped in the subconscious—parts of the self
that may have been lost to fear, trauma, guilt or shame.
It can help one recall and release fixated energies from
childhood, birth, or even past lives. It is a solid ally that
reinforces one’s courage and determination to do whatever inner work is necessary to be healed and whole.
“In addition, Nuummite may be used as a gazing
stone, helping one move into altered states of consciousness. It can enhance clairvoyance and intuition;
it can help one learn the language of the body and channel healing energies for oneself and others. It can assist
one in attuning to the elemental forces of the Earth, so
one may call upon them in times of need. It is a stone
of personal magic that can increase the frequency of
synchronicities and ‘good luck’ in one’s life. Nuummite facilitates one’s efforts to transform ungrounded
fantasy into magical reality.
“Nuummite can be a powerful meditation stone, opening the inner doors of self-discovery. It can be worn
in jewelry, to bring the dynamics of inner power, selfmastery, magic and manifestation into one’s life. As a
gifting stone, it signifies deep love, for it symbolizes
the gift of sovereignty. This stone harmonizes well with
Moldavite (for accelerated transformation), with Azeztulite (for bringing more Light into the sometimes dark
inner journey), Libyan Gold Tektite (for manifestation), Tsavorite Garnet (for prosperity), Seraphinite (for
healing) and with Amethyst (when additional spiritual
protection is needed). Other stones that work synergistically with Nuummite include Labradorite, Amazonite,
Sunstone, Moonstone, Scolecite and Natrolite. Nuummite is particularly powerful for healing the emotional
body when combined with the heart stones Cryolite,
Tugtupite and Ussingite.”

Cryolite

Cryolite is a sodium aluminum fluoride mineral
with a hardness of 2.5 to 3. It has a very low refractive index, similar to water, so that clear Cryolite
crystals will seem to “disappear” when immersed in
water. Even white Cryolite specimens such as those
we acquired will appear transparent at the edges when
in water. Most natural Cryolite has been found at the
Ivigtut site on Greenland’s west coast.
Robert
Simmons writes: ‘The energies of Cryolite focus directly on the most needed component of human evolution at this time––the awakening of our awareness to
the intelligence of he heart, and the partnering of the
most evolved areas of the brain with that intelligence.
Cryolite powerfully stimulates the third eye, as well as
the entire pre-frontal cortex of the brain. It also stimulates the heart and crown chakras, linking them with the
third eye and facilitating inner vision. Further, it opens
the channels through which the holographic knowing
of the heart and its language of silent understanding can
be received and comprehended by the conscious mind.
This opening brings one from confusion to certainty,
from egoic self-seeking to love, generosity and benevolence, from fear to trust, from control to surrender. It is
Continued on Page 72
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Book Reviews

by Robert Simmons

The Mystery of the
Crystal Skulls by Chris

Morton and Ceri Louise Thomas

This exciting work
on is a mixture of history and possibility, of
personal adventure and
spiritual initiation, and
it is a must for anyone
interested in crystal
skulls. The authors take
us through the myth and
history of the crystal
skulls of the Maya, and
other civilizations, via a
rich mix or detective
work, connections with
skull keepers, channelers, Native american
teachers and other authorities, always keeping a
focus on unlocking the secrets of the past, present and future destiny anof the slkulls and us,
their human partners.
The authors, who also produced an acclaimed
A&E documentary on the crystal skulls, are both
clear and complete in their presentation. I was
particularly intrigued by the chapter on the
Atlantean connections of the crystal skulls, and
their potential for enabling the present-day spiritual awakening of humanity.There is a lot of
treasure in this book and its implications, and
readers will find themselves expertly guided to
the informatin they need, even if they didn’t
know they needed it! .

Gemstone
Reflexology
by Nora Kircher

There are dozens of
crystal books in the
marketplace (I’ve written a
couple myself!) yet nothing
I’ve seen is as practical and
specific a guide to actually
working with stones for
healing as is Nora Kircher’s Gemstone Reflexology.
The author is a natural health practitioner, working
from her own clinic, who treats adults and children
using ear acupressure and bioresonance. Over her
many years of practice, Kirchner has discovered that
the subtle energies of certain stones (she has chosen
eight different types for this book) resonate with the
meridian system of the body, producing relief from a
wide variety of symptoms in a degree that surpasses
traditional acupressure. This is in part because the
form of the stones––polished “gem sticks” which are
pointed at one end and blunt at the other––facilitates
pinpoint or broad-band application of both pressure
and subtle energies. In addition, the energy currents
evoked by each different stone are applicable to specific healing and balancing modalities.
For example, amethyst is said to alleviate pain and
tension when applied to the pressure points which correspond to the back muscles; heliotrope (bloodstone)
can strengthen the immune system; aventurine can aid
in healing from skin disorders; rutile quartz helps alle-
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viate stress and improves one’s mood; rose quartz
helps to heal heartache, grief and sadness.
Explanations for the application of each of the eight
gem sticks are clear and concise, and color pictures
throughout the book depict the exact locations on the
ear, foot, hand or other locations where applying the
stones will produce the desired results. The pictures
and diagrams are so clear and specific that virtually
anyone with an interest, this book and a set of gem
sticks can immediately begin exploring the rich possibilities of healing with stones,
The eight types of gem sticks are amethyst, aventurine, fluorite, heliotrope (bloodstone), rock crystal
(clear quartz), rose quartz, rutile quartz and sodalite.
Types of therapy discussed include ear acupressure,
pain relief, body acupressure, foot reflexology, reflexology massage, massage oil recipes, etc. The author
offers instruction on utilizing gemstone reflexology to
treat such conditions as skin disorders, sadness, stress,
concentration and attention deficit, headaches, earaches, colds and sinus problems, toothache, sore
throat, neck pain, shoulder and arm pain, elbow pain,
wrist pain, finger pain, back pain, coughs and lung
problems, blood pressure and circulation difficulties,
cramps, bladder and kidney ailments, stomach problems, heart problems and much more.
Gemstone Reflexology belongs on the bookshelves
of all crystal lovers, acupressure practitioners and anyone who suffers from the wear and tear of physical
life. That is––everybody! It shows us that the resonance between minerals and the “human crystal” is
very real.

The Metaphysical Book
of Gems & Crystals

by Florence Megemont

A new arrival in the growing array of books
about the spiritual properties of stones is the newlypublished title, The Metaphysical Book of Gems and
Crystals by Florence Megemont. This guide by a
French practitioner of what
she terms lithotherapy, or
stone-assisted healing. provides concise, easy-to-read
information on her understand of the healing qualities of over seventy minerals and gemstones. The
pages are illustrated with
attractive color photographs, and each entry
includes the chemical composition, color range, principle deposits, hardness and
density of each stone. In addition the author provides
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a paragraph on the etymology and general characteristics, therapeutic uses and zodiacal correspondences of
each stone. I was particularly pleased to see the connections to the zodiac, in which author Megemont suggests how individuals born under certain sun signs will
benefit from particular stones, and the areas of life in
which the effects may be apparent.
After the first section, which echoes the
format of many stone encyclopedias, Megemont
moves into the realm of the therapeutic applications of
the stones. She discusses amulets, charms and talismans, and the energetic distinctions between raw, gem
cut, tumbled, carved and sculpted stones. She suggests
that wearing a stone which corresponds to the problem
one wants to heal is the simplest and most aesthetic
way to practice lithotherapy. She discusses using
stones in accompaniment with body piercing––of the
ears, navel and other areas––as a means of combining
the principles of lithotherapy and acupuncture. She
writes of the uses of stone spheres, and how this form
augments the properties of certain minerals. She does
the same with eggs and pear shapes. Unlike many
authors, she also offers a few contraindications, in
which she recommends against following the tendency to be drawn to stones or metals that resonate with
one’s problem rather than its cure.
In a third section, Megemont writes about
the placement of gems and crystals in the home, even
going into the subject of which stones she views as
being most beneficial to different rooms of the house.
She might recommend blue agate, coral or alabaster
for the kitchen, topaz and red agate for the dining
room, opal for the bathroom, amazonite and chrysocolla for the living room, and amethyst, hematite,
moonstone and garnet for the bedroom. Jade is apparently considered beneficial for all rooms except the
bedroom and bath.
The author tackles other subjects such as
gemstone care and maintenance, in which she discusses how to recharge a stone, how to purify a stone, and
how best to store stones. She touches on the chakras,
and offers stone-enhanced meditations to strengthen
them. Her section on the language of stone colors
offers a quick reference to yet another important
dimension of stone qualities. Near the end of the book
are cross references relating zodiacal signs with beneficial stones, and finally a section listing various healing issues and suggested stones for each of them.
This book is clearly a distillation of
Megemont’s years of practice in the field of lithotherapy, and it will introduce the reader to a number of
approaches, some familiar and some new. Those who
love to learn about stones, and who approach the many
books in the field in the spirit of engaged exploration,
will find much here to work with. The stones themselves seem eager to meet us in that work.
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Book Reviews: The

Code by Tony Burroughs
Serpent of Light by Drunvalo Melchizedek

The Code
by Tony Burroughs

There are a number of books out these days about
manifestation, and if there is one thing wrong with
many of them, it is that they teach we can get what
we want by doing this or that, without examining
what we mean by “we” and whether what we want
serves anything beyond our selfish interests. That’s
where The Code is a different, and much better
book. It’s “we” includes our allies in the spiritual
worlds, and the world herself, and the benefits envisioned are for ALL of us.
Tony Burroughs tells the story of how, while
farming in Hawaii, he met a mentor who, over
the course of fifteen years, taught him The Information, which evolved into Burrough’s “personal
honor code” and the creation of Intenders’ Circles,
in which people gather to set an release their intentions for the highest good of the world and themselves. Unlike practices that focus on specific outcomes, all the Intenders’ affirmations are based in
trust of the unseen beings and forces that surround
us and wish the best for us and our world.
Within this ethical context, Burroughs insists there
are in principle no limits to what we can co-create.
He writes, “As our manifesting skills increase and
we abandon old, previously ensconced limitations,
we discover how to generate free energy, re-grow
limbs, rejuvenate organs, build completely new
bodies for ourselves––and that’s just the beginning.
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The more we learn to calm our minds through daily
prayer and meditation, hold steadfast and focused
on our intended outcomes, and line up with The
Code, the more we come to see that everything is
possible.”
It all begins with The Code and its Ten Intentions for a Better World. The writing is inspiring,
clear and easy to understand. Anyone can begin the
work of manifesting through benevolent intention
that is The Code’s core teaching. Where it takes us
all could be too amazing to imagine.

Serpent of Light
by Drunvalo Melchizedek

Drunvalo Melchizadek is widely known for the
Flower of Life teachings, and his numerous books,
including Living from the Heart. In this new offering, he presents, in the context of his own spiritual
and physical journeys, a surprising and exciting
appraisal of the joint destiny of the Earth and humanity.
You could call this book and adventure story, a
spiritual instruction manual, a prophecy, or all of
the above. In his firsthand account of revelation,
Drunvalo describes the once-in-13,000 year process within which Mother Earth’s kundalini energy
will emerge from the core of the planet and move,
snakelike, into its new home. He tells us that this
energy once resided in Lemuria, later in Atlantis,
and is now coming into its destined expression
in the Andes mountains. This is a major aspect of
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the great “shift of the ages.” the transforming and
awakening alignment of consciousness with Earth
and cosmic energies, bringing a rebirth and an
awakening to the whole world.
Readers will be entertained by Drunvalo’s
adventurous and autobiographical writings, as he
invites us into the recounting of his personal experiences of discovery . Chapters have titles like
The Opening, Ancient Cosmology 101 and Modern
Changes, The Serpent of Light and the Great White
Pyramid of Tibet, The Balancing of the Female Aspect of the Unity Consciousness Grid, “We Need
You Again”, The Island of Moorea: the Forty-two
Women and the Forty-two Crystals, The Anasazi
and the Medicine Wheel of a New Dream, The
Lightning Ceremony, Journey to Mayaland, The
Circular Rainbow, The Island of the Moon and the
Island of the Sun, and Unconditional Love: Images
Within the Heart. From these one gets the flavor of
the book––a round-the-world inner and outer journey that makes you feel you were there yourself.
In Serpent of Light, Drunvalo tells stories of his
thirty-five years spent in service to Mother Earth.
In it, we travel with him as he follows his inner
guidance, and his inner growing knowledge. He
speaks of the coming change as the rise of the Female Light, a destiny that many contemporary and
ancient prophets have foretold. Drunvalo’s story is
a living string of ceremonies to help heal hearts,
align energies, right ancient imbalances––all for
the purpose of increasing our awareness of the indivisibility of life in the universe.
Those who know and love this author will enjoy
this delving into his personal journey of love and
world service. Those new to his writing will find
it accessible and vivid, and many will be drawn to
look to his entire repertoire of teaching.

Book Review:

Crystal & Gemstone Divination
					

Crystal and Gemstone Divination:
Your Guide to Reading the Energies
of the Mineral Realm for Life Guidance, Health and Well-Being
by Gail Butler
Minerals have a form of consciousness imbued
into them by the geological forces that created
them through eons of time. Once known by our
ancestors, but all but forgotten by modern humankind, a channel of communication exists between
the Mineral Realm and Humanity. In this new book
the author shares with you the insights and techniques she has perfected over thirty years, which
will enable you to access that channel and to interpret the messages inherent in the energies of the
stones for the benefit of yourself and others.
Crystal and Gemstone Divination is a comprehensive, step-by-step guide to learning the art of
divination using crystals and gemstones, both for
yourself and others. The author also guides the
reader in the application of gemstone energies via
chakra balancing, laying-on-of-stones, creation of
gemstone elixirs, how to select the particular crystals and stones to wear for personal aura enhancement, and how to pair gemstone divination with
other divination methods.

by Gail Butler

Amplifying her long experience with the gemstone and mineral kingdom, Gail Butler shares with
readers how to assemble one’s own divination set,
the ethics of crystal and gemstone divination, and
suggests simple methods for recording your readings. Readers are invited into an understanding of
the ways by which crystals and gemstones reveal
their wisdom by expanding upon the process of the
self-reading. Some of Gail’s own self-readings are
also shared. Each self-reading is illustrated with
photographs of the gemstone layout and interpreted so that the reader gains a clear understanding of
how the stones work together to reveal both simple and complex messages. Readers learn how the
simple act of keeping a record of their own selfreadings leads to positive life transformation.
Throughout this book the reader receives the
key to unlocking the mysteries of the mineral
realm via the author’s clear and gentle guidance,
illustrated by colorful gemstone and crystal photographs. Natural settings of the author’s garden,
and her pets as occasional models, subtly illustrate
natural connections existing between all facets of
Nature’s realms. Step through once hidden portals
and journey into the exciting, life-transforming potentials of communication with the mineral realm
and discover how crystals and gemstones can be
your personal guides on the splendid and epic journey that is your life!

deposit at that time. Later excursions in Mexico
provided him with the opportunity to investigate
the Agua Nueva Ranch. At the time the deposit
was claimless. U.S. citizens, however, cannot own claims in Mexico, holding one would
necessitate creating a Mexican company, an
expensive and time consuming proposition. Remembering his friend Don Burrow, who had a
company in Mexico, Agata Aldama, Gene flew
to Chihuahua City and proposed the project: putting a claim on a deposit at Agua Nueva: filing
it for Gene and holding it. Don accepted. Don’s
Mexican partner, Javier accompanied Gene to
the deposit, erected the monument for the claim
with Gene and filed it – the Mi Sueno.
Gene traveled back the next year, in ’97, to
inspect the claim and consider various methods
for mining it the year after, Jaime Creel, owner
of the Agua Nueva Ranch, opposed the existence of the Mi Sueno claim and barred Gene’s
access. An audience with Jaime Creel is tenuous; he owns several banks and ranches in Chihuahua. Gene camped out in front of one of his
office buildings hoping to arrange an audience
with him. After meeting with Mr. Creel, he received permission to go ahead.
Gene reveres it as quite possibly his most
successful mining operation ever. He rented a
small excavator for the job. A quarter mile of
road needed of repair. But this is Mexico! And
Gene had seen this predicament before. The arroyo’s left side near the deposit was soft and the
road building not difficult. 12 tons of good agate was procured. He mined this deposit again
the following year in ’98; the operation this
time was wrought with extra expenses. Javier,
Don Burrow’s partner, was appointed to hire the

Continued on Page 71
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From Auroville with Love

Review of Auromere Products

bbbSri Aurobindo was one of the most revered
spiritual teachers in history. He was also a political
revolutionary, a mystic, a poet, a prolific writer
and a social visionary. The village of Auroville he
founded still thrives many years after his death,
and out of that legacy has evolved the Auromere
company, with its fine line of high quality Ayurvedic
products for personal care and well-being. These include incense, soaps, toothpastes balms, mud baths,
body lotions, massage oils and more.The people
from Auromere gifted our Metaphysical guide staff
with samples of these, and we will report here on
some of them.
Ayurveda is an ancient holistic art and science of
India which utilizes natural herbs, roots and minerals to produce optimal well-being and harmony of
the individual in balance with nature and the environment. According to legend, Nature revealed to
the great sage Dhanwantari, as he sat in deep meditation in a forest, the beneficial properties of each
tree, plant, herb, root and flower, and the subtle links
of oneness that exist between the vegetable and
mineral worlds and humanity. The ancient rishis,
through their mystic vision, gained the knowledge
of the human system and the maintenance of the
body’s natural state of well-being in harmony with
nature. The science that grew out of this knowledge is Ayurveda, “the science of life.” Auromere’s
product line grows out of this science, using the best
quality, cruelty-free natural ingredients.
We tried the incense sampler and found them
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all to be both rich and subtle, very pleasant in our
work and home environments. Incense is considered
to be one of the oldest forms of aromatherapy, a
practice that uses the subtle power of fragrances to
re-establish balance and harmony on many levels of
one’s being. The Sandal incense was excellent for
meditation, providing a calming influence without
decreasing alertness. Lavender was quite soothing
to the emotions, and seemed to help us let go of
stress, even headache. For deep relaxation and good
dreams, Lily was the favorite. Both Jasmine and
Patchouli increased sensuality and seemed to act as
a kind of aphrodisiac. Amber was our favorite for
centering in the heart.
The handmade soaps were second on our list of
favorites, Several of them included extracts of the
Neem tree, which is known in India as one of the
most beneficial of all medicinal plants. Neem has
been used for treating hundreds of medical conditions for thousands of years. Auromere makes soaps
with Vanilla-Neem. Lavender-Neem and TulsiNeem combinations. In addition the SandalwoodTumeric soap we tried was very refreshing. Himalayan Rose was also a sweet-scented success.
Who would have imagined Ayurvedic toothpaste?
We only tried the Licorice-Mint flavor, and it was
quite amazing––something to savor, as well as
cleaning the teeth! The other flavors are mint-free
Licorice and Fresh Mint. all are made with natural
flavors, plus and Ayurvedic formula of twenty-six
herbal extracts. The toothpastes also include the
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beneficial Neem plant and the gently abrasive root
of the Peelu tree. With these toothpaste, there was
no unpleasant aftertaste, as with commercial brands,
and the health-giving compounds made us feel good
in subtle ways that were noticable nonetheless.
The Ayurvedic massage oil was extremely soothing, to both the receiver and the giver. Again, the
oil is more than a lubricant––it is comprised of over
twenty-five Ayurvedic oils, herbs and botanical
extracts. There is something like a presence evoked
when this oil is used, as if the plant beings have arrived to offer their help and blessings. We found the
hand an body lotion to carry much the same feeling
qualities as the massage oil.
The Mud Bath was just plain fun, and is suitable
for use in the bath or shower instead of soap. Its purpose is the deep cleansing and rejuvenation of the
skin, and its Fuller’s Earth base is rich in calcium,
copper, cobalt and iron. In typical Auromere fashion, it is enriched with Indian Gooseberry, Mango
Ginger, Pastacia integerima, Nut Grass, Himalayan
Silver Fir, Sweet Flag, Bonduc Nut and quite a number of other natural herbal ingredients.
We were also gifted with some of the precious, highly regarded Neem Balm, which is both
revitalizing and healing. Its natural antibacterial,
anti-inflammatory and anti-fungal properties make it
an excellent aid for keeping all sorts of unpleasant
conditions at bay. From acne to eczema, from bug
bites to cold sores, it is the nemesis of nemesis of
blemishes. (It worked really well on our mosquito
bites!)
All in all, our staff was highly impressed with all
of the products we were given to review. In common
among them all is a feeling of wholesomeness, vitality and a sort of relaxed pleasantness that is hard to
define but unmistakably present. To Auromere and
Auroville, our gratitude!
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Book Review of the NEW Edition

The Book of Stones:

Who They Are & What They Teach

by Robert Simmons & Naisha Ahsian
mmAlthough many books have been written about
crystals, minerals and gems––as well as their spiritual properties––none has appeared which combines
in-depth metaphysical information, high-quality color
photographs, scientific data and a truly wide spectrum
of stones. Not until now, that is. The Book of Stones
by Robert Simmons and Naisha Ahsian, which came
out in a NEW Revised Edition last October, offers
all this and more. This book is a truly luxurious tour
through the spiritual dimensions of the mineral realm,
replete with excellent pictures of gorgeous specimens
of the most metaphysically important stones, in addition to well-written summaries of their energetic
properties.
Authors Robert Simmons and Naisha Ahsian have
set themselves the task of reaching deeper into the
metaphysical properties, spiritual energies and healing applications of stones than has any heretofore
published work. For each of the over three hundred
minerals and gemstones profiled, both authors have
contributed their observations of the stone’s essential
energetic pattern, its spiritual, emotional and healing
applications, its elemental correspondence, its resonance to the chakras and its synergistic potential for
combination with other stones. In addition, each stone
is introduced with scientific information about its mineral type, molecular structure, hardness, localities and
its geologic environment. In many cases, the derivation of the mineral name and any relevant mythology
or folklore are also included. This is a book written
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Review by Faye Morgan

with loving attention by two gifted practitioners who
have each spent over twenty years learning, through
study and experience, what the crystals have to offer
us and how we can work with them for healing and
enlightenment.
Unlike strictly mineralogical books which ignore
the metaphysical, or spiritual works that are ignorant
of the scientific side, The Book of Stones bridges the
rational and mystical points of view in a way that is
likely to appeal to a wide range of readers. The authors even tackle the question of how and why stone
energies affect human consciousness. Robert Simmons describes the new biological research revealing
that the structures and processes of living organisms,
which are only now being understood, mean that we
ourselves are living examples of liquid crystallinity.
He writes:
“ I began to understand that we are not so different, so separate from the inorganic world of minerals
as I had thought. If we ourselves are crystals, composed of coherent structures approaching that of solid
crystals, yet retaining the greater flexibility of liquid
crystallinity, it is easier to imagine how an energy flow
from a stone could be received and perceived by my
own mind/body, analogous to the means by which a
crystal radio receives the signals from the broadcast
tower. And reversing the flow, I could see how focusing one’s intention on a quartz or other crystal could
potentially magnify the force of that intention. Further, the crystal might be capable of holding the pat-
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tern of that intention, being “programmed” just like a
computer chip. If crystallinity was indeed a property
of both stones and humans, our interaction was more
plausible than I had realized.”
Those who already are able to “feel” stone energies
know such things through experience, but The Book
of Stones provides the possibility of understanding
and expressing them in ways that can convince others
who insist on “objective” explanations.
The bulk of The Book of Stones consists of the
photographs and author’s essays about the individual stones, and in these areas it is unsurpassed. The
pictures are some of the most beautiful mineral photographs I have ever seen, and, as the authors point
out, one can learn to experience the energies of these
stones simply by looking at their images. The writing in the book is vivid, thoughtful and revealing,
and it will greatly assist those interested in learning
which stones they can use to achieve their needs and
desires. The authors explain the healing qualities of
each stone, as well as detailing the ways in which it
can beneficially affect emotional and spiritual development. Much attention is given to the potential for
the use of stones to accelerate spiritual development
and initiate mystical experiences. More than any other
book in the field, The Book of Stones teaches how we
can utilize crystals, minerals and gems to reach higher
levels of consciousness. This may be its greatest gift.
Its NEWEST gift is the extensive INDEX of healing
properties and spiritual qualities, which makes the
new edition an even more valuavbkle tool.
This is a big book, physically as well as spiritually.
It is almost eleven inches tall by seven inches wide
and covers well over four hundred pages. Everything
about it is of the highest quality, and this is fitting for a
book that so joyfully embraces our potential for healing and growth through conscious partnership with
our crystalline friends.

The NEW Edition of the

Popular Bestseller!

WINNER of the COVR Book
Award in the category of
Spirituality and New Science!

Finalist in for the IPPY and
ForeWord Book of the Year Awards!
“We sold 600 copies in the first four months
The Book of Stones was on our website!”
––Steve Rush of Pelham Grayson
”We went through dozens of copies in the
first week! People are buying extra ones to
give to friends.” ––Laurens & Lorraine
Tartasky of Crystal Galleries, Ltd.

Praise for The Book of Stones:
“The Book of Stones is filled with information
and with beauty.” ––Melody, author of the
Love is in the Earth book series.
“The classification of each stone is impeccable,
along with wonderful photos––a welcome addition to the world of stones.” ––JaneAnn Dow,
author of Crystal Journey
“Quite easily the most comprehensively written
and beautifully photographed book on the subject that I’ve come across. If you own only one
reference book on stones and crystals, make sure
this gem is the one.” ––Dr. Eric Pearle, author
of the international bestseller The Reconnection
The Book of Stones is the newest, most in-depth,
definitive guide to the world of crystals, minerals,
gemstones and their metaphysical properties.
Encompassing over 300 separate entries, each
with vivid color photographs and essays by both
authors, this book takes the reader deep into the
world of stones and how we can use them for
spiritual awakening and healing. The large 11”
by 7” format makes the book inviting and easy
to read.
The Book of Stones can teach you about each
mineral’s scientific properties, history and lore,
elemental energies, chakra correspondences, and
which stones work best together.

The Book of Stones by Robert Simmons and Naisha Ahsian
Retail $29.95; Wholesale $18.00; 496 pgs, 11”x7” ISBN 978-1-55643-668-0

Heaven & Earth Publishing

email:heavenandearth@earthlink.net Fax: 802-479-5923 Ph: 802-476-4775 www.thebookofstones.com
Special Offer: Buy ten copies ($180) of The Book of Stones directly from Heaven and Earth Publishing
and receive FREE shipping via US mail in the continental USA. Autographed copies available!
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Azeztulite: Stone of the Nameless Light
by Robert Simmons
“The Philosopher’s Stone––a common
substance, found everywhere but
unrecognized and unappreciated.”
Azeztulite came to light in an unusual way. Naisha Ahsian, my co-author of The Book of Stones,
back in 1991, before we knew each other well,
came to me with a story. She said she had been inwardly in contact with a group soul angelic entity,
signified by the name Azez. These etheric beings
told her that they traveled the Universe looking for
planets ready to make the shift to a higher spiritual vibrational level, and that, upon finding such a
planet, they stationed themselves etherically at grid
points and power places, funneling in beneficial
spiritual currents. They called themselves servants
of The Nameless Light, a vibration of love and
awareness emanating from the Great Central Sun,
the spiritual center of the Universe. As an aspect of
their work, they told her they often would find and
repattern the vibrational blueprint of a stone that
inhabitants of the planet could use to tap into the
currents of the Nameless Light, thereby aiding in
making the shift. The Azez told Naisha they were
about to activate an earthly stone for just this purpose, and that it was to be called Azeztulite. (The
story of how Azeztulite finally reached us has been
told in The Book of Stones, and interested readers
can see it there.)
During the fifteen years we have worked with
Azeztulite, I have had many confirmations of the
seemingly wild and improbable story of their ori-
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gin, activation, purpose and potential. One repeating pattern has displayed itself at the gem shows we
attend. Each year, usually at many of the shows, but
always at the big gem show in Tucson, new people
who have never heard of Azeztulite discover it in
our booth or showroom. For a small percentage of
them, the discovery is immediately life-changing.
Again and again, an individual has picked up an
Azeztulite stone, held it for a moment, felt a surge
of recognition and burst into tears. (More that
once, it has been someone who was a stoneenergy disbeliever!) One woman described
the stone as the essence of ‘Home,’ meaning
the place of her origin as a self. This resonates in my mind with Azeztulite’s link to
the Great Central Sun.
Another repeating phenomenon
around Azeztulite is head-to-toe fullbody goose bumps. I have learned to
associate these with the invisible presence of the Azez. That’s because they
inevitably come when I am behind
the showroom counter, speaking
to someone about the story of
Azeztulite. Somewhere between
the beginning and middle of the
story, either I, or the customer
or both of us (in some cases as
many as four people at once)
get a sudden rushing current
of vibration in the body, which
brings out the all-over goose-
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bumps. It is as though the Azez are called when
we speak of them, or they come because they want
to facilitate the connection that is occurring. It has
been happening now for fifteen years, almost every
time I speak the story, even though I have told it
hundreds of times.
These tales are stories of the threshold––of the
first reaction people have to encountering Azeztulite. Such moments are magical, but where do
they lead? Where are they meant to take us? When
Naisha first communicated with the Azez, she was
given these words:
“After some manipulation and alteration, we[the
Azez] engineered the stone Azeztulite. It has the
capacity to handle the intense energies being carried by it. Until recently, we did not have the
technology to engineer a vessel to contain this
energy frequency. Azeztulite is that vessel. In
our culture, ‘Azez’ is the term for that which
is the ‘Nameless Light,’ the embodiment of
which is the Great Central Sun. Please understand the implications of what we are
explaining. This stone is the embodiment
of the Azez and carries with it the manifest energy of the Great Central Sun.
This is a powerful stone. This stone
heralds in many changes!
“This stone will enable those
of you who are telepathic ‘windows’ and dimensional engineers to begin to reclaim the
knowledge of these practices
from your genetic memory
banks. We will now begin
to make ourselves known
more fully to those beings to
aid in this awakening and transContinued on Page 65

Azeztulite™
Stone of the Nameless Light

We Are the Trademark Owners, an the Original and ONLY Authorized Suppliers of Azeztulite™
We Offer Raw and Tumbled Azeztulite™ from both North Carolina and Vermont
We are also the original source and only authorized supplier of Satya Mani Quartz™

La Quinta Show: Rooms 207-209
See Our Wide Array of Jewelry,
Gems, Beads, Spheres
Polished Shapes and Carvings!
NEW Massage Wands & Hearts!

Visit us
in Tucson
or contact
us for our
FREE
144-pg
color
catalog!

www.heavenandearthjewelry.com
email: heavenandearth@earthlink.net

Heaven & Earth

LLC

POB 249, East Montpelier, VT, 05651; 802-476-4775; Fax 802-479-5923; email: heavenandearth@earthlink.net
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formation.
“Disease on your planet is the result of certain
frequencies of light. You block cellularly these
light waves through thought-form shields and
contracting emotional patterns. Your cellular consciousnesses are therefore unable to properly learn
and expand, resulting in disease. Azeztulite carries
energies and frequencies of Light that help release
the shields and blocks, healing disease and aiding
in cellular rejuvenation and expansion. Likewise,
its activation at certain points on your planet will
aid in healing the total organism of Gaia.”
As I read these words now, fifteen years later,
their context is clearer. The Azez say that the stone
Azeztulite carries and is in its essence the material
form of the pure Light of the Great Central Sun,
the source of Spiritual Light in our universe. They
say it is the embodiment of the Azez, so when we
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hold one of the stones, we are touching the angelic
beings, the Azez themselves!
The sense of the discovery of one’s spiritual
destiny and the desire to serve the world through
realization of that destiny is the response most
people who experience deep self-recognition with
Azeztulite report. Serving the world through bringing in more of the Nameless Light is the purpose
of the Azez, and we have the opportunity to serve
through aligning ourselves with them.
But let us go on with considering Naisha’s quote,
and the parallels of Azeztulite to the fabled Philosopher’s Stone. The Philosopher’s Stone was said to
be the catalyst for the transmutation of lead to gold.
In alchemical writings, this was often viewed as a
metaphor for the transmutation of the self from the
crude ego-bound person to the awakened spiritual
human. This is precisely the transmutation Azez-
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tulite is meant and said to facilitate. And where
is the knowledge that allows us to “reclaim” our
capacities of clairvoyance, healing and rejuvenation? In our cells, our “genetic memory banks.”
This resonates with the old alchemical assertions
that the “gold” was inherent within the “lead,” and
that the processes of transmutation would “free”
the gold within the lead. Also, note that the healing
and “cellular rejuvenation” promised by the Azez
is like the achievement of “immortality” which the
Philosopher’s Stone was said to make possible.
Finally the word “enlightenment” means “to be
filled with Light,” and this is the primary purpose
and function of Azeztulite––to bring the Nameless
Light into full expression in the world through us.
Even as I write all of this, I am rather awed by
the implications. My past experiences with Azeztulite are numerous and convincng enough to prove
to my skeptical side that something very real,
and of a truly spiritual nature, is going on with
Azeztulite. Its parallels with the Philosophers
Stone, if one takes the bit of its story I have
told here relatively literally, are striking. And I
love the fact that. like the Philosopher’s Stone,
Azeztulite is common-looking, and unimpressive. It looks like any other chunk of Quartz,
but the currents it emanates are extraordinary.
So what to do now? For me, the mission
seems to be to keep getting Azeztulite into the
hands of as many people as possible who are
ready to receive its gifts. And that number is
increasing. The interest in Azeztulite in countries around the world has multiplied. Japan,
where the awareness of the spiritual qualities
of stones is very high, is currently experiencing a rush of interest in Azeztulite. How should
we all work with Azeztulite? I think the answer
is multifaceted. Simply bringing these stones
into our vibrational fields is probably the most
important. Then the transmutation of our personal “lead” into spiritual “gold” can begin.
The process of cellular reattunement––the repatterning of the liquid crystal structure of our
own organism––can proceed in part on a subconscious level, simply by our exposing ourselves to the Nameless Light and being open
to its influence.
Meditation with Azeztulite can introduce
a more active element of choice into the process. Giving our attentiveness to the currents
of Azeztulite speeds and enhances its influence
dramatically. Saying and inner “yes,” surrendering to the gift being offered, is a way to align
our consciousness with the new pattern. As the
Azez said, “Disease on your planet is the result
of certain frequencies of light. You block cellularly these light waves through thought-form
shields and contracting emotional patterns.
Your cellular consciousnesses are therefore
unable to properly learn and expand, resulting
in disease. Azeztulite carries energies and frequencies of Light that help release the shields
and blocks, healing disease and aiding in cellular rejuvenation and expansion.” We can participate in releasing the old patterns of dis-ease
by witnessing and actively releasing our “contracting emotional patterns.” (i.e. fear and its
analogues). We can learn to release fear and its
ilk by going to our hearts, dwelling there, finding the truth there and living from that truth.
The deepest truth of the heart that I know of is
that our genuine identity is love. This is, from
my perspective, essentially the same love that
the Azez call the Nameless Light.

Azeztulite Meditation
One meditation to be tried is to sit quietly with attention placed in the heart space.
The space can be imagined as an egg-shaped
area about the size of our physical heart, in
the center of the chest. One can then place
or hold an Azeztulite stone over that area
on the chest, and gradually imagine that the

stone has moved into that heart space. See
the image of the stone in the center of the
heart. Then allow yourself to see volumes
of Light pouring out of the white stone, at
first contained within the heart’s egg. When
you feel as though the heart space is filled
to capacity, dissolve the boundary and allow
the Light to pour through the body, until it
is filled with Light. When you can see this
clearly, there may be an accompanying feeling of bliss throughout your awareness. If
you can continue, the next part is very important: From your Light-saturated body, allow the boundary to dissolve until you can
imagine the room or space in which you sit
filled with the same Light. Then expand beyond that boundary pouring forth the Light
until the Earth is filled and surrounded by a
corona of pure Light. Ultimately, this Light
can link and merge with the Light emanating
from the Great Central Sun, and the circuit
will then be complete. Because this Light

emanates from the heart, it is the same as love. Filling the heart, the body and the world with Love is
the essence of healing, the key to whatever is truly
meant by “immortality,” and the the transmutation
of ego-lead into spirit-gold.
As an outer world practice to adjoin the inner
meditation, one is encouraged to remember that
place in the center of the heart, and to relate to all
thers from that place, in clear, loving, judgementfree truth. Because Azeztulite has the effect of
softening our rigidities and melting our fear-bound
structures (remember the tearful self-recognitions
in our show booths?), it may be helpful to wear or
carry Azeztulite during one’s daily routine.
I want to say here that I know all of this can
be read as a big commercial for Azeztulite, but
the purpose of what I am saying is higher. For one
thing, everything that matters most in the meditative exercises and life practices can be done on
one’s own, without any stone, and it ought to be.
Yet I am astonished by the story of Azeztulite and
the aid that is purportedly offered through it. To
think that one holds in one’s hand the very BODY
of the angelic consciousness called Azez, that the
stones are the means through which they perceive
US, as well as our link to them––these are awesome possibilities. To think that such humble,
common-looking stones carry the most profound
spiritual gifts makes me smile and agree.
After all, it is like that in us. The heart is a com-

mon organ, and rather humble, too. It works unceasingly throughout our lives, never speaking in words
or equations, yet carrying the spark of the Divine
within. The brain thinks, but the heart knows. The
brains analyzes, disassembles and reassembles the
patterns found in the past, while the heart feels into
the future. The heart trusts, carrying us forward into
what can be. This is the essence of Azeztulite, which
I view as one of the most profound stones of the
heart––and, from its message, carrying the spiritual
pattern of human destiny, our highest future.
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Book Reviews

by Robert Sardello, Ph.D.

The Unknown
Hieronymus Bosch
By Kurt Falk

Hieronymus Bosch is unquestionably one of
the most mysterious, enigmatic artists of all
time. Since the 15th century, when he worked,
people have tried to figure out and understand
the meaning of his work. What, for example
could he have been doing in a painting such as
“The Cure of Folley”, a picture of a monk and
a nun looking on as a
doctor is cutting a stone out of the head of a patient. The doctor has an inverted funnel on his
head. Bosch’s paintings are filled with these
kind of strange, and far stranger images.
Probably more books have been written on
this artist than any other in history. Only now,
with this book by Kurt Falk, is the mystery of
Bosch uncovered. The book is beautifully illustrated with color photographs of over forty
of Bosch’s paintings. Falk carefully takes us
through each one, showing us that the artist
was showing us a path of spiritual development.
This work reads like a Da Vinci Code adventure. The discovery that Bosch was actually giving spiritual, meditative practices for

the development of a new sense of the spiritual
worlds as here, all around us, within us, between us and others, came from the discovery
by Falk, an adventurer and teacher of art, of an
unknown painting by Bosch in the basement of
a museum in Cairo. The painting became a key
for understanding the hidden meaning of the
work of this artist.
This book is not academic or for art historians, or even just for lovers of art. It is a book
for seekers, revealing the secrets of the kind of
spiritual development needed in this particular
time, spiritual awakening that does not escape
from the world, but enters into its depths.

Cooking for the Love of
the World: Awakening Our
Spirituality Through Cooking
By Anne-Marie Fryer Wiboltt
This unusual and oh, so significant writing
takes something we all do every day, several
times – eating – and helps infuse this act with
a deeply reverent and spiritual consciousness.
The author, a natural health counselor who has
taught nutritional cooking for 25 years, trained
as a macrobiotic cooking teacher, and student
of oriental
medicine, brings back the spirits of food, where
nutrition truly originates.
This book comes at this critical and exciting
moment when we are realizing the importance

Goldenstone Press
Heaven &

&
Earth Publishing

www.GoldenstonePress.com
The Unknown
Hieronymus Bosch
Kurt Falk
Forward by Robert Sardello
Based on the astounding
discovery of an unknown
painting by the most
mysterious master in all
of art, art critic Kurt Falk
presents an entirely new
understanding Hironymous
Bosch. Illustrated with over
forty exquisitely reproduced
paintings, this book explores the paintings of Bosch as nothing less
than a spiritual path – to be taken by all of humanity.
$29.95, paper, 112 pages, 8.5X11.5, 45 color and b&w pictures
ISBN: 978-1-55643-759-5
Bosch also available from Random House & Heaven & Earth Publishing
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of local sources of food-growing. We can once
again learn to give attention to the beauty of
food in relation with the natural world rather
than worrying where the next contamination
will show up. The many recipes in this book
also completely re-orient
our eating from food consuming to cultivating
awareness of the subtle forces present in food
and how to harmonize them through cooking.

A Child’s Way: Slowing Down
for Goodness Sake
By Sharon Elliott and Carrie Ferguson

This lovely little book helps restore the inherent forces of parenting, showing that presence to our children from the interior of
heart-space is more effective than all child psychology has to offer.
This mother-daughter author team restores
courage, wisdom, humor, and intuition to all
those intimately connected with children. The
key is attention to the sense of rhythm in the
life of the child and coming into harmony and
resonance with the natural rhythms that most
adults have lost touch with.
In profoundly simple language, filled with
wisdom, the book re-frames being with children as a spiritual path of awareness. The stories and pictures, from the mother and daughter,
who is now a mother, give hope and courage
for the future of our children.

Cooking For the Love of the World
Anne-Marie Fryer Wiboltt
Forward by Robert Sardello
An internationally acclaimed biodynamic
farmer, natural health counselor and nutritional cooking teacher infuses cooking and
eating with a deeply reverent and spiritual
consciousness. Food is placed within an understanding of the earthly and cosmic forces
of plant life and exquisite recipes transform
nature into the art of cooking.
$22.95, paper, 201 pages, 9X9, illustrated
ISBN: 978-0-9779825-5-4
A Child’s Way - Slowing Down for Goodness Sake
Sharon Elliott and Carrie Ferguson
Mother and daughter, Sharon Elliott and Carrie
Ferguson dare to dream of a future where children
are cherished and adults make decisions from their
hearts. A beautiful gift book for expectant, new,
and ongoing mothers taking a holistic approach
in exploring the emotional, social and spiritual
development of children.
$18.95, hardbound, 134 pages, 8.75X5.75
ISBN: 978-0-9779825-6-1
available from Heaven & Earth Publishing • 802-476-4775

labor – two laborers, four weeks -- Not a miner himself, Javier hired workers
lacking the capabilities or determination the job required. He not only hired two
sub par laborers, but also his father to supervise them. Then it began, the help
was quitting mid-operation, they were incompetent, in addition to the extensive
equipment problems, and after the time wasted wrangling with these stresses, the
amount and quality of the rock was affected.
Gene had three opportunities respectively to mine the Laguna and Coyamito
Agates. The Coyamito in particular was always tacked on the end of the Agua
Nueva operations and had reoccurring problematic tendencies of its own. The
owners of the Coyamito ranch are atypical in their mining agreements and practices. Their agreements with Gene required they be instructed to mine the deposits
which he intended to mine, in order to acquire agate for themselves in his absence.
The ranch owners insist on benefiting financially from every operation – whether
they stand to legally or not. Several Coyamito deposits produce little and the agates are inconsistent. One time, Gene remembers he was working the Laguna and
visited the Coyamito Ranch. At Coyamito, their drill was old and broken down,
getting them nowhere. Gene lent them his drill he was using at Laguna to help
them out. That drill is still being used at Coyamito to mine agate in Gene’s absence
at no benefit to him. All of the Coyamito Agate in the market is a result of Gene’s
encouragement and collaboration with the ranch owner Marin Carrillo, Sr.
Gene’s relationship with Fernando and Armando, miners of the Laguna, however, has been quite different. His association with them began in the days no
equipment was utilized there in the mining process at all. He discussed different
mining strategies with them, using machinery and hand mining, bringing in equipment to remove the overburden so the deposit can be continued to be worked by
hand. Gene brought a cobra drill down to the mine which has been used there
successfully for quite some time.
Renowned miners are often solicited by smaller vendors who do not have
the resources to export large quantities, or the business prowess to promote and
advertise their product to overseas buyers. As a result of just these commiserations, Mexican agates are not the only tasty treat Gene has helped to sweeten the
market. He was approached years back by Ernesto Herrerra peddling a sample
of what is now referred to as Porcelain Jasper: not a fine jasper, but salable – the
quality is pretty varied; Gene, though not ecstatic, offered him several marketing
proposals and explained that this would be a long term investment: no one was
jumping ship over this rock. Gene journeyed to Mexico not long after the Y2K
hysteria and discovered the problem: the deposit was the entire cap of a mountain.
Continued on Page 75

Two Denver Show Locations
• Holiday Inn – Sept. 10-14
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• National Western Colosium

Tucson Shows in February
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• Electric Park – Tent #23
• Main Ave. Gem Show
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the quintessential vibration of the new consciousness which is sweeping quietly
through humanity, and which is destined to transform the world.
“One’s initial experience of Cryolite’s energies, especially when the stone is
held to the third eye, can be one of intensely pulsating energies moving first into
the forehead and then to up to the crown and down to the heart. One may notice
that this pulsation corresponds to one’s heartbeat. This is fitting, for Cryolite amplifies and focuses the heart energies. It also switches on dormant capacities in
the ‘silent areas’ of the brain. The emotional tone generated by Cryolite is one of
peace and quiet joy.
“The heart produces a torus-shaped electromagnetic field which is linked, through
quantum waves, with all other such fields in the Universe––from atoms to galaxies and beyond. Thus, through the heart we are potentially able to directly know
whatever we wish to know. And since the knowing of the heart reaches beyond
space and time, we can potentially apprehend events from the future through the
mind/heart connection. Cryolite works like a set of electrical cables to ‘jump start’
this dormant but very real connection. When this has happened fully, one’s frontal
lobes are no longer ‘silent,’ but are activated to fulfill their potential––bringing
one from unconscious enslavement to conscious dominion over the realm of one’s
life. An interesting aspect of this is that dominion can only occur through ongoing
moment-to-moment surrender to the intelligence of the heart, which equals surrender to the ever-flowing intention of Divine purpose. Yet this surrender is actually a
release into liberation, as one realizes that oneself and the Divine purpose are one
and the same.
“”The discovery of Sanda Rosa Azeztulite has revealed a new stone which
works in powerful synergy with Cryolite. Together they comprise the most powerful combination yet discovered for bringing the high brain and heart into their
destined co-creative unity. Conscious co-creation in unity with the Should of the
World is the essence of human destiny, and these stones help to enliven the neural
and energetic connections that make us ready to take on that awesome, joyful task
from an awakened intelligence seated in the heart’s wisdom.
“The love energy emanated by Cryolite is the transcendent vibration of Divine
Love. It is somewhat above and beyond the individual human love most of us
know. However, if one wishes to work with stones which can aid in the fusion of
Divine love and personal love, Tugtupite is recommended.

CircleStones™

Robert Simmons
writes of a new discovery
in stone energies, highly
charged piecesof natural
flint found in the mysterious Crop Circles of great
britain they have been
given the name Circle
Stones: “Circle Stones are among the most powerful and enigmatic stones I have
ever encountered. We have found Flint which is not from crop circles to be a solid
and helpful ally, and even the Circle Stones, as we call them, hold the qualities of
Flint. Yet they also carry the currents of the crop circles themselves, and as such
they are keys to unlocking mysteries which may lead human beings into conscious
communion with spiritual worlds and beings which are beyond our current imaginings. As a beginning, I sat with one of the Circle Stones and worked meditatively
to find the “voice” of the stone itself, and the intelligence behind it. Here are the
words that came: “The stones of the Circles are awakened by the Self that is the
heart of the Earth. They have waited for the ripeness of time, and are brought to
their present joy by the gesture of her love. Her wisdom flows through them like
living water, and the chords of her rhythms resonate through their inner lattices as
music goes through harp strings. She speaks to us through them, as through the
patterns of the circles themselves, and her speech is more than words––it is that
which reaches into us and brings forth the awe of recognition. The Earth is alive,
awake and aware of us, with an intelligence we can glimpse, but have not yet
awakened fully enough to comprehend. We may never comprehend Her, yet we
can feel the astounding joy of beholding her, and the intense love engendered by
our first glimpse of her. She offers us the grace of spiritual nourishment beyond
measure and invites us to a higher calling than we have ever known, a kind of
spiritual marriage of our hearts with hers.
“The vibrations of the Circle Stones deeply stimulate the heart chakra, sometimes
bringing tears of appreciation and gratitude, even though we may not fully know
the source of those feelings. They stimulate the third eye and crown chakras, facilitating visionary states that can take one into inner domains of profound silence
and reverence. The currents of the circle stones can penetrate deeply into the brain,
stimulating dormant areas and stirring inner capacities. Truly, I feel these stones
emanate something of great value, which is still quite mysterious. They stir the
dark areas of mind/brain and heart where our forgotten or never-known potentials
are sleeping. Carrying, wearing or meditating with these stones can help us be-
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come aware of more of what we can be. Sleeping or meditating with the Circle
Stones can help bring one into conscious relationship with the spiritual intelligence
which gives rise to the crop circles themselves. Longer meditations with the stones
can take one very deep, much deeper than any other stone I have worked with.
The Circle Stones resonate very strongly with Moldavite and Azeztulite, with
mutual amplification of their currents and qualities. Phenacite will bring an enhancement of the third-eye stimulation Circle Stones provide, and Herderite will
strengthen its effects for waking dormant brain areas.”
‘After the initial intuitive reading, I did a tarot spread about the Circle Stones. The
first card actually showed an image of a farmer waiting for his CROPS to ripen! The
spread also indicated that the crop circles come out of what for us is the complete
unknown, and that through the stones they offer us the cup of divine grace, as well
as the inspiration to reach higher levels of being. Working with them, according to
the cards, will bring us into a state of love and wholeness.
“Later the same night I slept with one of the Circle Stones, I dreamed a great
deal, and woke after midnight with my whole body tingling inside and out with a
pleasurable current that seemed to be the life force itself. The emotional tone was
high joy.
“Speaking now from outside the meditative perspective, I believe that crop circles
may be efforts to communicate with human beings, made by a highly aware and
intelligent self which can be viewed as the mind/heart of the Earth or the perhaps the
spirit of the biosphere––the life-intelligence of the world. Whatever is making these
formations is clearly aware of human ideas and symbols. This much is indicated by
many of the patterns which appear. As we have begun to give more attention to crop
circles, their complexity, number and geographic range have all increased.
‘Except for Naisha, who introduced me last May to my first Circle Stone, I have
not heard of people having noticed the powerful vibrations and beneficial qualities
of these newly activated minerals. The only other stone I am aware of which has
been so awakened is Azeztulite. Both of these stones are almost pure silica, and
both have been repatterned to their current vibrational levels by intelligences which
are beyond human, but which appear to be highly interested in humans. In fact,
both Azeztulite and the Circle Stones seem to bring us into much higher vibrational
states. When we move into such states, consciousness can expand into unknown
areas. We are called into these domains to discover ourselves and our relationship
with the spiritual worlds, and to see that the familiar world we know is itself an
expression of the spiritual domains. The humble Flint of the Circle Stones has been
elevated to a fuller, truer, more powerful way of being. Through working with them,
the same possibility is offered to us.”

Blue Chalcedony

Blue Chalcedony is a
silicon
dioxide
mineral
composed of submicroscopic Quartz grains, colored
and sometimes patterned by
other pigmenting minerals.
Its hardness is 7. Chalcedony
differs from Jasper in that the
Quartz is arranged in fibrous layers rather than the sugar-like grains found in Jasper.
Though the Quartz fibers in Chalcedony are parallel and perpendicular to the surface, macroscopically it displays radiating stalactite, grape-like or kidney shapes.
Robert Simmons writes: “When there is a need for softness in the auric field,
at times when stresses mount and one’s center begins to wobble, Blue Chalcedony
can restore calm and balance. This stone utilizes the energy-magnifying capacity of
Quartz, its main constituent element, to beam out its serene vibrations in ways that
soothe one’s whole being, from the conscious mind to the inner child, and all the
way down to the animal self.
“Because it is a strong representative of the Blue Ray, associated with the throat
and third- eye chakras, Blue Chalcedony affects the mind on many levels. It stimulates telepathy and all types of communications with the invisible realms. It helps
one speak things which are below one’s normal conscious awareness and is thus a
good stone for those in therapy and an excellent tool for those engaged in counseling
others. Because it connects to the subconscious, Blue Chalcedony can also assist in
the remembrance of past lives, and its orientation towards inner healing means that
the memories recovered with Blue Chalcedony will be relevant to what is needed
for one’s progress and growth.
“Blue Chalcedony harmonizes with Purple Chalcedony, Chrysoprase, Owyhee
Blue Opal, Oregon Opal, Alexandrite, Petalite, Lapis and Ajoite. In particular,
Ajoite and Owyhee Blue Opal assist in stimulation of the throat chakra. Purple
Chalcedony links the throat to the crown chakra, Chrysoprase brings in the heart
and Lapis stimulates the powers of the mind. Alexandrite and Oregon Opal open one
to recollections of past lives, allowing Blue Chalcedony to assist in articulating the
regained wisdom. With Moldavite and Tibetan Tektite, Blue Chalcedony takes on a
more dynamic energy of transformation through inner work.”
Continued on Page 72
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Heaven & Earth’s Rock Collection Gets Bigger Every Year!
Call for our FREE Color Catalog of over 3000 Items: 1-802-476-4775
We have the widest array of unusual and metaphysical stones anywhere!

Scolecite

Shaman
Stones
Spider Jasper Aqua Aura Quartz
Moldavite
Herderite Angel Aura Quartz Natrolite
We specialize in hard-to-find, high-energy stones! We offer over 100 varieties!
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Apophyllite
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Rainbow Moonstone
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Nuummite

Zincite

FREE
Catalog! 1-802-476-4775;
74 Color
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Buyers Guide fax 802-479-5923 visit: www.heavenandearthjewelry.com

The quality material was centered enough, but the
collectors were snatching pieces indiscriminately
– not very economical. So they discoursed on how
and especially where the deposit should be mined,
simultaneously developing a set of standards for the
rock to be mined and sold. This rock had been in the
market in small quantities as Exotica Jasper or Santa
Fe Jasper, but the large quantities on the market today are a result of his work with Ernesto.
Similarly the significant supply of Imperial Jasper appearing in the market, and Royal Imperial in
particular, has been the result of Gene’s dealings in
Mexico. As The Gem Shop’s export business has
grown, jaspers which can be found in large quantities
are of more interest. This material comes from much
further south – it was thought at first to be mined in
Jalisco, but in fact it comes out of Zacatecas, right on
the boarder. It is a high quality jasper, always genuinely intriguing to Gene. He first began working with
Ernesto Viramontes on promoting this rock because
of The Gem Shop’s greater international shipping
resources. On one occasion, The Gem Shop coordinated with him to produce 80 thousand pounds of Imperial Jasper in one year. That was the first time that
much Imperial had ever been produced in one year.
Usually jaspers of this type are found in small
quantities. However, when Gene traversed down to
inspect the deposit, he discovered it is substantial,
laying in several pockets which cover two to three
miles. Each spot varies in color and pattern, accounting for the ranging variety of Imperial Jaspers which
have been on the market for the past thirty years.
‘Royal’ is a new name attached to the first of these
varieties: a nodular rock containing an egg pattern
similar to the characteristics exhibited by the Bruneau or Morrisonite Jaspers. These two jaspers are a

direct result of Gene’s mining exploits in Mexico.
All this would be impossible sans the rockhound
bug that bit Gene. Every several weeks Gene is
speeding off to try his luck in agate roulette, sniffing
out good rock. His quests often include extensive
voyages across the country in his truck -- his four
star accommodations? The truck. Or perhaps the out
of doors sustains him, as he camps, stays in tents, or
crashes in a lien-to for four weeks. He cooks either
on a propane device, an open flame, or eats raw.
Mining, for Gene, is integrity weight training -at least mining the Morrisonite was. In a way, he
mentions, having conquered the Morrisonite, his
toughest mining operation, first is an advantage: he
has a wide scope of problems and their solutions behind him. Gene muses, “I don’t think there’s a situation in life that I couldn’t get through because of
mining.” He does not even seem to mind the rats.
On night, sleeping in a cabin in Oregon, scurrying
sounds startled him awake. No rats in sight – rinse,
repeat. After serial nights of this sort, he and Jake
tore apart the living space. Under the head Gene’s
mattress, which was suspended by wooden boards
several feet from the floor, they discovered a family
of infantile rats.
His desire for fossicking for agates started young
and has not burnt out yet. As a child and young man
Gene was tumbling, cutting, and polishing rocks,
excursing to Wyoming and Montana with his father
to hunt for Moss Agate and wood scared to stone.
But perhaps who we have to thank most is Gene’s
grandfather. As a boy Gene would visit him in
Park Rapids, MN. One of his grandfather’s friends
owned a rock shop there where he sold Lake Superior Agates. This is where Gene found the first agate
in his collection, near his grandfather’s cottage.
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Our #1 Bestsellers!
Wire Wrap Pendants

FREE Display
Boards with
Your $300 or
$500 Purchase

Offering over 130 Varieties of Gemstone
Wire Wrap Pendants
Most from $7.50 to $15 each. Display Cards have
Metaphysical Information on the Back

Crystal Vial Pendants

Crystal Tubes Filled with Gems and Stones, for High Energy and Beauty

48 Varieties, Priced from $10
76
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Denver Gem & Mineral Shows
Map, Dates, Times & Locations
B,C,D
G
E
F

H

A- The Bead Renaissance

Holiday Inn, Denver International Airport - Convention
Center
I - 70 and Chambers Rd., exit 283
Denver, CO 80239
(303) 371-9494
Sept. 11-14, 2008
Thurs. - Sat. 10 a.m. - 6 p.m,. Sun. 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Open to the Public - Admission Free

B-International Gem & Jewelry Show

Merchandise Mart Pavilion Building
451 E. 58th Ave ( I-25 at Exit 215)., Denver, CO 80216
(303) 292-6278
Dates: September 11-14, 2008
Hours: Thurs. 12-8 p.m., Fri .- Sat. 10 a.m.-7 p.m.,
Sun. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

C-Colorado Fossil Expo

Merchandise Mart - Plaza Annex
451 E. 58th Ave ( I-25 at Exit 215)., Denver, CO 80216
(303)292-9500
Dates: September 12-14, 2008
Hours: Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat.10 a.m.-6 p.m,
Sun. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

D- Denver Gem & Mineral Show

Merchandise Mart - Expo Hall
451 E. 58th Ave ( I-25 at Exit 215)., Denver, CO 80216
(303) 292-6278
Dates: September 12-14, 2008
Hours: Fri.: 9 a.m.-6 p.m, Sat.10 a.m.-6 p.m,
Sun. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

A

E-Colorado Mineral & Fossil Show

Holiday Inn-Denver/Central
4849 Bannock St. (I-25 & I-70) , Denver, CO 80216
(303)292-9500
Dates: September 10-14, 2008
Hours: Wed. - Sat. 10 a.m.-6 p.m., Sun. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

F-Great American Gem Show

Quality Inn (was Best Western) Central Denver
200 W. 48th Ave (I-25 at 48th Ave), Denver, CO 80216
(303) 296-4000
Dates: September 10-14, 2008
Hours: Wed. - Sat.: 10 a.m.-7 p.m, Sun. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

G-Miner’s Cooperative Mineral Show
Miner’s Cooperative
Southeast Corner of 58th Ave. & Logan St.;
480 E. 58th Ave., Denver, CO 80216
Dates: September 12-14, 2008
Hours: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.

H-Denver Expo 2008

National Western Complex - Expo Hall
4655 Humboldt St, Denver, CO 80216
(303)297-1166
Dates: September 10-14, 2008
Hours: 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
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The

June 11-14, 2009

Crystal
Conference

Asilomar Conference Center
Monterey, California
TM

connect, celebrate, learn

The Crystal Community will gather in California for
the Premier International Crystal teaching & learning event!
You’re invited to join some of the worlds best-known crystal teachers, and a lot of the world’s most amazing crystals!
This four-day event will feature in-depth half-day workshops from a menu of presenters that span the spectrum of metaphysical arts and sciences related to the spiritual healing and consciousness-awakening properties of minerals, gemstones
and crystals. Teachers and attendees will converge from all over the globe to share information and experiences in
an atmosphere charged with the currents of the stones.

dates: Main Conference June 11-14 with Pre-conference workshops June 11
location: Asilomar Conference Center, Monterey CA (www.visitasilomar.com)
reservations & info: Call Heaven & Earth at 1-802-476-4775 or visit our We b s i t e :
w w w. t h e c r y s t a l c o n f e r e n c e . c o m

H a l f - D ay Workshops with these
Wo r l d - Re n owned Te a c h e rs :
(PLUS: Optional Daylong Intensive Workshops or FREE* mini-workshops on June 11)
Robert Simmons, co-author of The Book of Stones: and Moldavite: Starborn Stone of Transformation
Naisha Ahsian, co-author of The Book of Stones and creator of the Crystal Ally Cards
Robert Sardello, author of Love and The Soul: Working with Crystals within the Field of the Heart
Cheryl Sardello, co-founder of the School of Spiritual Psychology: The Crystal Healing of Hildegard
Hazel Raven, author of Crystal Healing & The Angel Bible. Great Britain’s most renowned crystal teacher
Herb Stevenson, shaman & crystal teacher, leader of initiation groups, shamanic journey facilitator
Kirby Seid, developer of Liminal Light crystal meditation technology, and co-keeper of Sha Na Ra
William Jones & Paul Utz, (Thurs) masters & makers of crystal bowls & transformational sound healing
Main Conference (June 11-14) Starting with the Evening Opening Ceremony, all of the six half-day workshops with the
presenters listed above, plus mini-workshops, and evening playshop.
Optional Daylong Intensive Wo r k s h o p s Thursday. June 11, 9 am - 4:30 pm, with Naisha Ahsian, Hazel Raven,
Kirby Seid, or Herb Stevenson for $50 additional (Above Main Conference Cost). O R
Bonus Mini-Workshops *FREE with Main Conference Registration!

Meet Conference teachers, healers & intuitive readers.
Shop for crystals, jewelry, art, essences, crystal bowls & much more!
Meet the Authors of the NEW Crystal Bestseller:

The Book of Stones

by Robert Simmons & Naisha Ahsian
Both Robert and Naisha will be teaching at The Crystal Conference!
The Book of Stones is the most beautiful and extensive metaphysical pictorial stone
encyclopedia ever published––vivid color photos, key words,scientific data, chakra correspondences, spiritual, emotional and physical healing qualities of 300+ stones!
“The Book of Stones is filled with information and with beauty.” ––Melody
$29.95 496 pgs
Call Heaven and Earth at 1-802-476-4775
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Main Conference
Registration
Early Bird Rate
(till 3/1/09)

$395 per Person
Full Price $445

(Plus Room and board)
Asilomar has the most reasonably
priced room and board rate for any
Crystal Conference yet presented!

To Register call :

802-476-4775 or go to

www.thecrystalconference.com

